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The goal of this paper is to present a unified algebraic-analytic framework for (static and dynamic) deterministic
measurement theory, which we find to be fully adequate in engineering and natural science applications. The starting
point of this paradigm is the notion of a quantity algebra of a measured system and that of a measuring instrument,
underlying the causal linkages in classical ‘system + instrument’ interactions. This approach is then further enriched
by providing a superimposed data lattice of measurement outcomes, intended to handle the information flow from the
measured system to its measurand’s designated instrument.
We argue that the language of Banach and von Neumann algebras is ideally suited for the treatment of quantities, encountered in theoretical and experimental science. These algebras and convex spaces of expectation functionals thereon
together with information (co)channels between them provide a comprehensive information-theoretic framework for
measurement theory. Concrete examples and applications to length and position measurements are also discussed and
rigorously framed within the proposed quantity algebra and associated information channel paradigms.
In modeling physical systems, investigators routinely rely on the assumption that state spaces and time domains form
a continuum (locally homeomorphic to the real line or its Cartesian powers). But in sharp contrast, measurement and
prediction outcomes pertaining to physical systems under consideration tend to be presented in terms of small discrete
sets of rational numbers. We investigate this conceptual gap between theoretical and finitary data models from the
perspectives of temporal, spatial and algebraic discretization schemes.
The principal innovation in our approach to classical measurement theory is the representation of interactive
instrument-based measurement processes in terms of channel-cochannel pairs constructed between dynamical quantity algebras of a target system and its measurand’s measuring instrument.
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I NTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

engineering, and technological applications, the aim of a measurement process is to
obtain verifiable numerical information about the target system’s extant state. Partial information about the system’s state
at a given site and moment of time is made available by measuring the system’s designated quantity (i.e., a pre-existing
quantitative attribute to be measured) – called a measurand–
at that site and time. The measurement process involves
the determination of the value of a suitable pointer quantity,
which has become maximally correlated to the measurand’s
actual value, thanks to a direct physical interaction between
the target system and the measurand’s measuring instrument
– designed for reading the values of its pointer quantity. Information about the system’s state together with the system’s
validated theoretical model can be used in predicting some of
the results of future measurements.
The algebraic-analytic framework for measurement theory

I

N THE NATURAL SCIENCES ,

∗ Corresponding

presented in [4] approached measurement as an interaction
between a target (measured) system and a measuring instrument, designed and calibrated to measure some specific quantity instantiated by the target system. With the target system and the measuring instrument modeled by their respective quantity algebras (formally Banach algebras), the main
aspects of deterministic measurement were modeled by natural algebraic constructions, such as tensor products of quantity algebras (representing the compound ‘target+ measuring’
system), temporal dynamics on tensor products of quantity algebras (representing the dynamical measurement coupling of
the target system and the measuring instrument), and more.
It was also shown how a fundamental theorem in analysis,
known as Gelfand representation, guarantees that the syntactic framework of autonomously specified quantity algebras
(and various constructions effected from them) comes with
a realist semantics (interpretation) on which autonomously
specified quantity algebras can be identyfied with concrete
algebras of observables on uniquely determined topological spaces of the kind commonly used by scientists as state
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spaces of natural systems in the world.
Because the initial presentation of this algebraic-analytic
framework was only brought up as a viable alternative to
the representational theory of measurement, several epistemologically and methodologically important issues pertaining to real world measurements remained unexplored. These
issues will be addressed in the present paper, which enriches
and refines the framework of Banach algebras, so as to obtain
conceptually and formally adequate models of the following
aspects of measurement:

discrete measurement data. To this end, the present paper
will follow [2] by introducing the notion of (spatial and
temporal) discretization of continuum dynamical models, and investigate the formal relationships between continuum theoretical models and their discretized versions
in the context of measurement interactions. Along the
way, we also exploit the fact that Gelfand and Riesz representations – which relate dynamical algebras and topological dynamical models – also holds for discretized
versions of these algebraic and topological dynamical
models.

(i) Error and uncertainty in measurement: Because real
world measuring instruments do not possess unlimited (iii) Information channel perspective on measurement: As a
matter of scientific practice, a given quantity instantiated
degrees of accuracy, all scientific measurements are subby a target natural system can be measured in differject to uncertainty in general, and deterministic and ranent ways, with varying degrees of accuracy, using difdom errors in particular. The inherent element of ranferent measuring instruments, different background laws
domness and uncertainty, however, is not reflected in
involved in the design and calibration of measuring inthe framework of Banach algebras, where quantities are
struments, and so on. Yet, despite being quite differpresumed to be smooth or continuous, and where meaent qua physical interactions, such measurements have
surements are treated as ideally perfect determinations
something in common which makes them all measureof such quantities’ values. To make our algebraic modments of one and the same quantity. Clearly, this comels of measurement epistemologically and methodologimon property shared by physically distinct methods of
cally more realistic, we will introduce a mathematically
measuring a given quantity cannot be captured at the
broader notion of measurable (random) quantities, and
physical level of description, except by trivial disjuncwill use von Neumann algebras as our quantity algetive descriptions of all the different physical processes
bras for modeling measurement interactions whose reunderlying such measurements. On the other hand, this
sults are known only to the extent that they belong to cercommon property can be handled at a ‘higher’ (conceptain measurable sets of reals with such-and-such probtually more general) level, called a functionalist perspecability. Analogously to the earlier mentioned Gelfand
tive on measurement – the perspective which abstracts
representation for Banach algebras, we will show that
measurement away from its specific underlying physical
another theorem in analysis, known as Riesz represenprocesses and allows us to view it as a transfer of infortation, provides us with a semantic interpretation of aumation about the measurand from its instantiating target
tonomously specified von Neumann algebras in terms of
system to the instrument’s pointer module. The motivaconcrete von Neumann algebras of random variables on
tion for this functionalist perspective on measurement is
suitable measure spaces.
quite analogous to that behind the machine-independent
(ii) Relations between infinite/continuum theoretical modperspective on computability, which abstracts away from
els and finite/discrete measurement data: Theoretical
specific equivalent models of computation (e.g., a Turscience relies extensively on modeling natural phenoming machine, Post production system, Markov algorithm,
ena using families of differential equations over realetc.) and focuses on the general properties of comor complex-valued functions (based on the ontological
putable functions. In this paper we will explore several
assumption that the underlying domains of time, space
formal and conceptual advantages of this functionalist
and system states are furnished with the structure of a
information-theoretic perspective on measurement by intopological continuum). On the other hand, real-world
troducing and studying the notion of a channel as a formeasurements can yield only finite amounts of informamal model of the causally directed transfer of information about a target natural system. As a result, quantion about the measurand to the measuring instrument.
tities in theoretical models may take on numerical valOf special importance to this investigation will be a theues which cannot be experimentally determined with any
orem known as Umegaki representation, which guaranfixed finite amount of measurement and computational
tees that every information channel target system −→
resources (e.g., in the case of transcendental reals), or
measuring instrument comes with its dual conversely dieven in the limit of infinite precision allowed by highly
rected cochannel: measuring instrument −→ target sysidealized measuring instruments (if the measurand’s valtem. The latter will be used in modeling the estimation
ues are non-computable or random reals). A theory of
(reconstruction) of the measurand’s objective value from
measurement, we believe, should explore this gap bethe measuring instrument’s output.
tween the ontologically motivated continuum-based theoretical models and our resource-bounded epistemic acBy way of concluding this introduction, we would like
cess to the modeled natural systems through finite and to emphasize that the rather technical algebraic-analytic ap135
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proach to measurement presented in this paper is motivated by
(and ultimately gives support to) our philosophical commitment to the realist conception of quantities – the conception
which opposes the instrumentalist view of quantities underlying the well-known representational theory of measurement,
and on which (i) quantities are theoretical entities of science
interpreted as objective characteristics of natural systems in
the world, and (ii) measurement is a physical process of (approximate) determination or estimation of the value posed by
a quantity under consideration, as instantiated by the target
natural system.
2.

A LGEBRAIC - ANALYTIC FRAMEWORK FOR
CLASSICAL MEASUREMENT THEORY

In this section we recall the general mathematical structure
of classical physical measurement we shall need. Instrumentbased measurement of a quantity of interest (e.g., electric current, volume, temperature, mechanical stress, X-ray energy,
etc.), commonly called a measurand, is a physical process involving a target system that (i) instantiates the measurand in
a particular amount or degree, (ii) is dynamically coupled to
the measurand’s designated measuring instrument during the
act of measurement, and (iii) contingently upon its state, the
system sends information about the measurand’s extant value
via the composite ‘system + instrument’ bipartite system to
the instrument’s pointer module, ready for readout.
Although the formal structure of much of classical physics
and systems science is nothing more than a suitable dynamics (traditionally described by differential or difference equations) and a statistics of quantities, the mathematical framework for physical measurement processes ordinarily involves
the following three major algebraic-analytic and probabilistic
ingredients: (1) quantity algebras together with their (deterministic and probabilistic) state spaces, independently representing the target system and the measurand’s measuring instrument, (2) joint physical dynamics of the ‘system + instrument’ compound system, and (3) a supervening information
channel from the system’s state space to that of the instrument’s pointer module. To see the details, we need to recall
some basic concepts pertaining to mathematical measurement
theory. We start with the characterization of quantity algebras
and accompanying state spaces.

titative attributes and behavior of the natural system S under
consideration. For reasons of mathematical tractability, the
quantity algebra can not be exhaustively detailed. Many aspects of the natural system of interest are deliberately omitted,
suppressed or enhanced. The system’s quantity algebra is not
intended to be an exact mathematical copy of reality. Instead,
it is constructed with special regards to formulating scientific
concepts and ideas that facilitate the model builder’s understanding of the system’s structure and function. In practice,
the algebra is generated by a remarkably short list of quantities (e.g., positions and momenta of point particles or pressure, volume and thermodynamic temperature of gases in vessels, or currents and potential differences in electric circuits)
that meets the aims of quantitative modeling of measurement
at a given level of idealization and simplification. The discrepancy between the degrees of freedom present in the target
natural system S and those captured by the representing quantity algebra AS inevitably leads to various modeling errors.
This is not a serious problem as long as the selected algebra is
sufficiently close to the actual system in the sense that the differences between measurement results and model-generated
predictions (and explanations) that could tell them apart are
well within the bounds of antecedently specified admissible
errors. Overidealization or overabstraction embodied in the
system’s quantity algebra AS can lead not only to information
reduction in the sense that not all quantities or behaviors of interest are faithfully encoded in its structure, but also to information distortion, meaning that the algebra allows behaviors
which are not present in the natural system under consideration. This is the price a modeler has to pay for incorrectly
handling system complexity and for failing to delineate the
model’s domain of applicability.

In practice, all measurands which are believed to be decisive in the description of the target system’s structure and
behavior of interest are automatically included in its associated quantity algebra A. To uphold the standard laws of addition of quantities of the same physical dimension and those of
distributive multiplication relied upon in secondary quantities
(such as density, pressure, stress, and so on), the algebra A is
presumed to have the structure of a unital commutative ring.
In particular, for any pair of quantities f , g in A we have their
associative and reversible addition f + g, and a bilinear, associative and commutative multiplication f • g with a unique
(constant) unit quantity 1 satisfying 1 • f = f • 1 = f , all in A.
2.1. Quantity algebras of measured and measuring systems Rational scale changes of quantities prompt to include the operation of scalar multiplication, which assigns to each quanHere we follow the algebraic-analytic framework for mea- tity f in A and a scalar c in the field of reals R the unique
surement theory, outlined in [4] and further developed in [5]. scalar product quantity, denoted c · f , again in A. In this way,
It is impracticable to study classical physical measurement the quantity algebra is automatically also a linear space over
without an explicit commitment to appropriate (continuous, R. In view of topological and measure-theoretic properties
measurable, smooth, discretized, etc.) quantities, such as en- of many quantitative attributes arising in physics and engiergy, force, electric charge, pressure, and so forth, and law- neering, quantity algebras tend to come with a norm, i.e., a
like relations between them. Accordingly, the starting point non-negative real-valued function k·k : A −→ R satisfying the
of measurement modeling in engineering and the natural sci- usual norm axioms and the inequality k f • gk ≤ k f k · kgk for
ences is the specification of a physically relevant algebra AS all f , g ∈ A. A topologically complete, normed, real, uniof quantities that is believed to correctly describe the quan- tal, commutative algebra described above is important in its
136
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own right and therefore has a special name – it is called a real
(unital, commutative) Banach algebra. It is good to bear in
mind that there is no proof that the algebraic language of Banach algebras is fully universal in the sense that within it all
mainline physical measurements of quantities can be framed.
What we can claim, however, is that all known empirically adequate theories of classical measurement processes involving
continuous quantities admit a Banach algebra formulation. Of
special appeal is the fact that noncommutative Banach algebras over the immutable complex field provide an established
framework for reasoning about quantum measurement and,
moreover, certain assignments of appropriate Banach algebras
to space-time regions are well suited to the study of relativistic
mechanical and electromagnetic field measurements. Banach
algebras are furnished with as much algebraic and geometric structure as a measurement theorist could ever wish for in
her theory. We now extend the foregoing primer on Banach
algebras with a few facts on probabilistic states thereon and
channels between them.
2.1.1.

Banach algebra approach to physical measurement

We devote this part of Subsection 2.1 to setting down, in precise terms, the definitions of states, and information channels
between the state spaces of measured and measuring systems.
In the second part we shall confine our attention to the properties of von Neumann algebras of measurable quantities and
their Riesz representation.
In support of dimensional analysis, some quantities f (e.g.,
volume and area, needed for defining density and pressure, respectively) are presumed to come with a unique inverse quantity f −1 , satisfying the equalities f • f −1 = f −1 • f = 1 and
( f • g)−1 = f −1 • g−1 , if both f and g are invertible. It is easy
to check that the set of invertible quantities (i.e., the ones that
possess an inverse) in a Banach algebra A is a group with respect to the multiplication operation •, conveniently denoted
by Gr A. Importantly, each quantity f in A has a unique value
(spectral) space
Val( f ) =d f {c ∈ R | c · 1 − f ∈
/ Gr A}
that abstractly (i.e., without any evaluation device) specifies
the quantity’s set of possible numerical values. The value
space captures the standard lore about quantities as attributes
possessing values that match their concrete instantiations in
degrees or amounts. Specifically, if experimenters were to
measure measurand f , ideally they would obtain exactly one
of the values in Val( f ) as the measurement outcome. However, as everybody in the trade knows, the measurement outcome in a normal real-world measurement process is at best
only the value of the measuring instrument’s pointer quantity
1 f (chosen for measuring f ) that is presumed to correctly
approximate the actual value of f .
A good mathematical source of examples of Banach algebras are the rings of continuous real-valued functions on a
topological space. Concretely, if X is a compact Hausdorff

space, then the space C(X ) of all continuous real-valued
functions of the form f : X −→ R is a real (unital, commutative) Banach algebra under pointwise-defined algebraic operations (inherited from R) and the supremum norm. In this
case it is elementary to verify that the value space Val( f ) of
f equals to its numerical range { f (x) | x ∈ X } ⊆ R. Quantities of a more complex type (e.g., vector and tensor quantities) come with values belonging to Rn (for some natural
number n) or other more involved sets constructed from the
host ground field R of reals.
We mentioned that most quantity algebras arising in applications tend to be finitely generated. Recall that a finite subset
of linearly independent quantities, say, { f , g} of a Banach algebra A, finitely generates the entire algebra A just in case
the set of all linear combinations of monomials of the form
f m • gn , where m, n are natural numbers, is topologically dense
in A. In particular, quantity algebras used in classical mechanics, thermodynamics, optics, and electromagnetism tend
to be finitely generated. For example, in the formal treatment
of measuring instruments, chosen to measure quantity f , we
shall frequently
rely on the pointer module’s Banach algebra

A 1 f , generated by the instrument’s pointerquantity 1 f
and unit 1. It is elementary to check that A 1 f is the smallest Banach algebra containing 1 f . To see the measurementtheoretic significance of finitely generated quantity algebras,
consider again the case of measuring quantity f that results
(say) in the outcome c ∈ Val( f ). Since for any continuous
function ξ : R −→ R the value ξ (c) can always be calculated
(perhaps only approximately and of course likewise for all
finitary combinations of the form 1 + f + f • f + f • f • f + · · · ,
etc.), there is no need to perform another measurement of
measurand ξ ◦ f . Simply, because measuring f automatically
takes care of the measurement of all quantities in the algebra
A( f ) generated by f (albeit only indirectly via computation),
we can regard the measurement of f as a physical process of
extracting information from the target system about all quantities in the algebra A( f ). More generally, in the case of a
joint measurement of quantities f and g the extracted information pertains to the finitely generated algebra A( f , g), and
so on.
Some (dimensionally homogeneous) quantities admit
quantitative comparisons. A quantity f ∈ A is said to be positive provided that it has the form f = g2 = g • g for some
quantity g in A (e.g., the quantity area = length • length is
positive). If f is positive, then we shall write f ≥ O, and f ≤ g
is understood to mean g − f ≥ O, where O denotes the zero
quantity with value space {0}. In this manner, A is also furnished with a natural partial-order structure that is crucial in
the statistical treatment of quantities. Positive quantities are
particularly important in defining√square roots and generally
Specifically, the square
nth roots of quantities of the form n f . √
root of a positive quantity f , denoted f , is the unique positive quantity g such that g • g = f . The set of positive quantities of A forms a linear lattice.
After a quantity algebra A has been correctly chosen for
the natural system under consideration, there is a general al-
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gebraic way to describe the system’s possible (pure) deterministic and (mixed) probabilistic states in terms of suitable
expectation functionals on A.1 In preparation for the correct
conceptual setting for states, recall that the set of continuous linear functionals of the form E : A −→ R is a Banach
space (under pointwise-defined addition inherited from R and
scalar multiplication), symbolized by A∗ and called the algebraic dual of Banach algebra A.2 An expectation functional
E on A is a unital, positive, continuous linear functional of
the form above that ascribes a unique expected value E ( f ) to
the quantity f of interest, contigently upon the system’s extant
(deterministic or probabilistic) state, encoded by E . We shall
write

S (A) =d f E ∈ A∗ E ≥ 0 & E (1) = 1
for the set all expectation functionals on A. Here the positivity constraint E ≥ 0 means E ( f ) ≥ 0 for all f ≥ O and,
to reiterate, the number E ( f ) is thought to be the expected
value of quantity f , when the target system is in a state represented by E . Each expectation functional E is accompanied
with its dispersion functional (algebraicallyqemulating stan-

dard deviation), defined by DspE ( f ) =d f E ( f 2 ) − E ( f )2
for all quantities f .3
Expectation functionals are needed for (i) extracting empirical content from the syntactic formalism of the quantity algebra A, (ii) determining the extant values of quantities during
measurement, and for (iii) handling quantitative information
about the target system in general.4 The so-called algebraic

1 As will become increasingly evident as we proceed, a deterministic state
of a target system at a given instant of time t is the system’s ‘fine-scale mode
of being’ at t as seen from the perspective of the quantity algebra A, brought
about by its previous history, involving various preparations and causal interactions with other systems. States are essential in determining the extant
values of quantities (using calculations or measurements) and in the reversed
direction, the values of quantities at a given moment of time are collectively
sufficient for individuating the system’s prepared state at that time. In order
to capture the supervening uncertainty or randomness inherent in repetitive
measurement interactions and complex (e.g., chaotic) behaviors of systems,
it is necessary to consider also a more general notion of state at any particular time t (that prompts a substantially wider algebraic-analytic treatment
of physical states), called a probabilistic state, intended to capture the system’s ‘gross mode of being’ at t, i.e., its objective higher-level indefiniteness
relative to A. Complete identification of a deterministic state comes with a
maximum of information about exactly ‘how the the target system is in itself’
at a given time (when nobody looks), considered in relation to A. This information together with the system’s governing laws is sufficient for specifying
any state into which the system will evolve in the future. By contrast, in general, knowledge of a probabilistic state results only in a less-than-maximum
information about the system.
2 A Banach space is a linear space over R equipped with a norm k·k that is
also a complete metric space under the metric induced by the norm. Banach
spaces are the most important linear spaces arising in classical analysis. The
so-called L p spaces are the prime examples of Banach spaces.
3 To simplify our language, we shall often refer to an expectation functional somewhat loosely as a (deterministic or probabilistic) state, even
though it is more precisely a mathematical representation of a physical state,
relative to a selected quantity algebra, summarizing the target system’s instantaneous situation or mode of being.
4 The principal benefit of considering probabilistic states rather than just
the customary deterministic states is that we immediately gain full access to
a quantity-based algebraic probability calculus, needed for the treatment of

evaluation map
B
C

A × S (A) −−−−→ R,
defined very simply by taking the expectation B
C( f , E ) =d f
E ( f ) of quantity f when the system is in state E , handles
the algebraic specification of expectation values of quantities
arising in calculations and measurements. A key observation
we wish to make here is that each natural system S of interest can be completely characterized by a quantity algebra
AS alone and there is a universal way to specify the algebra’s
state space S (A) together with the evaluation map B
C. Note,
however, that a theoretical account of the value E ( f ) does not
automatically pop into a measuring instrument or into the experimenter’s mind without a reproducible measurement process, based on a suitable physical interaction (i.e., exchange
of energy and information) between the target system and a
calibrated measurement apparatus for f . Referring to E ( f ) is
of little value without having direct access to specific methods
that actually generate, at the least, its rough estimate.
One may object that even if a measurement is instrumentbased or involves a physically correct measurement coupling,
the outcome is still at best the expectation of f and not the
quantity’s actual value. Here it is necessary to exercise care
and not to jump to conclusions. As we shall see next, the
outcome of measuring quantity f decisively depends on the
specific nature of the system’s state encoded by a suitable expectation functional and on the physical nature of the quantity itself. For a simple example, if f is two-valued, meaning
Val( f ) = {0, 1}, then E ( f ) specifies the probability that the
actual value of quantity f is 1, given that the system is in the
state E . Other examples are provided below.
A distinguished role is played by the so-called extremal expectation functionals of S (A), i.e., functionals that do not
admit any proper convex decomposition. Formally, an expectation functional E is said to be extremal provided that E =
c · E1 + (1 − c) · E2 implies E = E1 = E2 for all 0 < c < 1, E1 ,
and E2 . Equivalently, a functional E is extremal just in case
it is multiplicative, i.e., the equality E ( f • g) = E ( f ) · E (g)
holds for all quantities f and g in A. Extremal functionals
E are precisely dispersion-free, i.e., we have the condition
DspE ( f ) = 0 for all f . For future reference, the set of extremal expectation functionals is denoted by S ex (A).5 It turns
out that its elements capture the so-called underlying deterministic states, involving minimal randomness and hence proerrors and uncertainties. We mention in passing that the pair hA, E i consisting of a Banach algebra A and an expectation functional E thereon can
be thought of as a Banach algebra probability space that significantly generalizes Kolmogorov’s classical notion of a probability space. For example,
quantities f and g are said to be probabilistically independent relative to E
provided that E ( f • g) = E ( f ) · E (g). The
of variance rel algebraic analog
2 
ative to E is defined by Var( f ) =d f E f − E ( f ) · 1
for all quantities
f . Many other probabilistic and statistical notions (e.g., covariance, correlation and conditional expectation) automatically carry over to Banach algebra
probability spaces on an analogy with the corresponding concepts in classical
probability and statistics.
5 The value space of quantity f can now be given quite simply by Val( f ) =
{ E ( f ) | E ∈ S ex (A) }.
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viding maximal information about the system’s mode of being
at a given moment of time. Since there is no dispersion when
measuring a quantity f in a deterministic state encoded by its
extremal functional E , the expectation E ( f ) determines the
precise value of f . The objective of the remainder of this section is to clarify how and why mainline measurement problems pertaining to target systems can be framed in the setting of a suitable algebra A of quantities (some of which are
to be measured) and its associated compact convex subspace
(topologically a simplex) S (A) ⊂ A∗ of expectation functionals (serving as principal means of obtaining measurement
outcomes), linked by an algebraic real-valued evaluation map
B
C. We mention in passing that the simplex S (A) of states
comes with the lattice Face S (A) of its faces. Recall that
a face is an convex subset F ⊆ S (A) such that the condition c · E + (1 − c) · E ′ ∈ F =⇒ E , E ′ ∈ F holds for
all 0 < c < 1. Two states E and E ′ in S (A) are said to be
orthogonal just in case the respective faces to which they belong are disjoint. As we shall see, the orthogonality relation
between states and its cousins turn the lattice of faces into a
rich playground for measurement theory.6 We now digress
briefly to recall some crucial facts about mappings between
state spaces and between their underlying quantity algebras,
needed for a particularly attractive information-theoretic description of physical measurement.
Let S (A) and S (A′ ) be state spaces associated with Banach algebras A and A′ , respectively, where in measurement
applications the first algebra represents a target system and the
second algebra models a measuring instrument or its pointer
module. Then a map C∗ : S (A) −→ S (A′ ) between them is
called a state channel or simply an information channel from
input A to output A′ provided that the following three conditions are satisfied for all states E and E ′ on A, quantities f in
A′ , and reals 0 ≤ c ≤ 1:


(i) Affine Property:
C∗ c · E + (1 − c) · E ′ = c · C∗ E +

∗
(1 − c) · C E ′ .


(ii) Unity: C∗ (E ) (1) = 1.
 ∗

(iii) Positivity: f ≥ O =⇒
C (E ) ( f ) ≥ 0.

module for readout or storage. The input information is presumed to be encoded by an appropriate expectation functional
that the system-to-instrument channel transforms during the
measurement process into another closely related expectation
functional at the receiving end, ready for decoding and interpretation. It is important to bear in mind that a channel
captures not only the underlying causal mechanisms of the
sender, receiver and transmitter, but also all physical (usually
random) disturbances in the system – from source to destination – and randomness originating in the measurement process
itself. In addition, we wish to emphasize that since channel
transmission is inherently a finite process, in an actual realization each continuous input quantity will appear at the output
in some discrete form.
In [13], Umegaki shows that each state channel C∗ :
S (A) −→ S (A′ ) defined above determines a unique dual
channel, called a quantity channel or simply a cochannel, having the mathematical form C : A′ −→ A (with the arrow direction reversed and the superscript star symbol removed), such
that the following conditions hold for all expectation functionals E on A, quantities f , g in A′ , and reals a, b ∈ R:
 

(i) Duality: E C( f ) = C∗ (E ) ( f ).

(ii) Linearity: C a · f + b · g = a · C( f ) + b · C(g).
(iii) Unity: C(1) = 1.

(iv) Positivity: f ≥ O

=⇒

C( f ) ≥ O.

And conversely, each dual channel or simply cochannel
(i.e., a linear unital positive map) C : A′ −→ A determines a
unique (state) channel C∗ : S (A) −→ S (A′ ) such that the
duality property listed above holds.
Following up on Umegaki’s representation theorem, later
we shall be discussing a general algebraic-analytic approach
to a large variety of measurement processes, systematically
framed in terms of the above defined channel-cochannel dual
pair, succinctly symbolized by the map8

 (C,C∗ )
A′ × S A′ −−−−−−−_ A × S A

rendering the adjointness diagram
We call a state channel C∗ : S (A) −→ S (A′ ) deterministic


C×IA
just in case it maps deterministic states to deterministic states,
−−−−−−
−→ A × S A
A′ × S A


encoded by extremal expectation functionals.7 It is easy to

B
IA′ ×C∗ y
y CA
check that a cascade composition of two channels is also a
channel. Additional properties of channels will be discussed

B
CA′
A′ × S A′ −−−−−−
−−−→
R
later on. The measurement-theoretic significance of channels
can be summed up as follows. Measurement is a physical
commutative. In this diagram, IA denotes the identity mapoperation performed on a target system, aimed at extracting
ping from S A to itself
 and likewise IA′ stands for the ideninformation from the system that is transmitted via an inforCA and B
CA′ are the
tity mapping of S A′ to itself. Finally, B
mation channel to the coupled measuring instrument’s pointer
basic evaluation maps, defined earlier. When unpacked, the
6 We regard the quantities in A to be instantiated in the target dynamical
commutativity property
the diagram simply states that the
  of
∗
system collectively at all run times, while the states in S (A) occur in the equality E C( f ) = C (E ) ( f ) holds for all states E and

system only individually, one at a time.
7 Strict determinism is usually reserved for bijective channels that preserve
the orthogonality relation between states.

8 To indicate that the channel-cochannel pairs involve two maps, henceforth we shall denote them by triangle-headed arrows.
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quantities f . Because in what follows we shall need to refer to various quantity algebras, we prefer to reformulate the
channel-cochannel duality in its above-displayed adjointness
form.9 We take the two-way map (C, C∗ ) (shown above) to
be a fundamental concept in its own right that captures the
information-theoretic essence of instrument-based measurement.
After these preliminaries we are now ready to define at least
one major species (out of many possibilities) of a channeltheoretic measurement model as follows. Let AS be the quantity algebra of a natural system S under consideration and let
f ∈ AS be its measurand. Furthermore, take 1 f ∈ AM to
be the measurand’s pointer quantity in the measuring instrument’s quantity algebra AM . Then a dual pair (M, M∗ ), consisting of a linear unital positive map of the form M : AM
 −→
AS and its associated affine unital map M∗ : S AS −→
S AM is said to represent an unbiased measurement of f
with pointer quantity 1 f provided that M( 1 f ) = f . A
closely related measurement model (M′ , M′∗ ) with additive
error is defined by M′ ( 1 f ) = f + u, where u is an appropriate ‘noise’ quantity. Because the mathematical ways in which
channels or cochannels are specified in applications tend to involve only one of them and the other is automatically derived
from their duality property, often we shall refer to a cochannel (quantity channel) as the measurement model of interest,
without explicitly specifying its corresponding (state) channel, or vice versa.
Up to this point we have been treating quantity algebras
and their state spaces syntactically, i.e., in an axiomatic or
presentation-independent way that treats all quantities on the
same footing, intended to abstractly characterize and reason
about the system’s quantitative attributes of interest, with little regard for concrete numerical values presented in specific
units, and methods or means of identifying these values. Likewise, states were modeled abstractly by positive normalized
linear functionals on quantity algebras. The question thus
arises: given the target system’s quantity algebra and its accompanying state space, when can we say that they are ‘correct’ or meet our representational aims? Our basic problem
is simply to find a method of quantity model validation. For
that we need an interpretational framework,10 which secures
a concrete physical meaning of quantities, their data propositions and laws – enabling a validation of propositions using
measurement outcomes. Another way to express this is to say
that in addition to the foregoing syntactic algebraic quantity
and state apparatus, intended for effective theoretical analysis, we need their mathematically concrete realizations, implementations or distinguished representations, which allow
us to designate a specific frame or basis, in which all pertinent physical variables and coordinates can be fixed for cal9 We shall interpret channel C∗ ontologically as a forward model of a measurement process that represents the causal direction of information flow from
the target system to a measuring instrument. And its dual cochannel C is best
thought of epistemically as an inverse model, representing the measurand’s
reconstruction or estimation operation, acting on its pointer quantity.
10 Also known as a quantity algebra semantics, i.e., an endeavor of providing a mathematically specified empirical content for quantities and states.

culation, measurement, and testing.
This leads us to recall an important representation (realization) of Banach algebras. The so-called Gelfand representation theorem (see [6] and [11]) states that every abstractly
given real (unital, commutative) Banach algebra A, satisfying
the so-called R-property k f k2 ≤ k f 2 + g2 k for all quantities
f and g, is isomorphic to (and hence can be identified with)
the concrete Banach algebra C(X ) of all real-valued continuous functions (with the usual supremum norm) on a compact Hausdorff topological space X , defined (among other
options) by the space of maximal ideals in A and furnished
with the so-called Gelfand topology.11
The Gelfand duality between quantity algebras and topological state spaces, alluded to above, has proved to be surprisingly effective in the semantical study of measurement
processes. As an additional element of concreteness, the socalled Riesz representation theorem (see [15] or Theorem 6.3
in [14]) states that the algebraic dual C(X )∗ (formally a Banach space that includes all expectation functionals) of the
mathematically concrete Banach algebra C(X ) is isomorphic to (and hence can be identified with) the Banach space
of all regular Borel measures on the Borel measurable space
hX , F i associated with X .12 And far more is mathematically true. The convex space S C(X ) of expectation functionals on the algebra C(X ) is in a bijective correspondence
with the space P(X ) of all regular Borel probability measures
on the induced Borel measurable space hX , F i. Explicitly,
each probability measure P on the Borel state space hX , F i
comes with its induced expectation´ functional EP on C(X ),
defined by the integral EP ( f ) =d f X f (x) P(dx) for all f in
C(X ), and all expectation functionals arise in this way.
Conversely, it follows at once from Gelfand and Riesz representation theorems that for any underlying Banach algebra
A and a quantity f in it, each state E ∈ S (A)
 determines a
unique probability measure PE , f ∈ P Val( f ) such that

E ξ(f) =

ˆ

Val( f )


ξ (x) PE , f dx


for all observables ξ in C Val( f ) . Indeed, it is easy to
see that since
A( f ) is a subalgebra of A and isomorphic
to


C Val( f ) , there is an embedding f ♯ : C Val( f ) −→ A, defined by the continuous function f ♯ (ξ ) =d f ξ ( f ) = ξ ◦ fˆ for
all ξ , where fˆ Gelfand-represents f along the lines discussed
in the next paragraph. This representation result is convenient
in formulating the notion of perfect measurement. By way of
illustration, take AS to be the quantity algebra of target system S and let f ∈ AS be its measurand. Furthermore, take
11 Here the term ‘abstract’ refers to those quantity algebras which are presented in a ‘coordinate-free’ manner – needed by the engineer or scientist to
reason freely about the physical processes themselves, without invoking the
unnecessary details of any specific numerical or other measurement-theoretic
domains. However, the choice of these numerical domains is crucial in establishing a bridge between the world of numbers and the physical system’s
behavior, embodied in the representing quantity algebra and states thereon.
12 Here the measure-theoretic Borel sigma-field F on X is generated by
the open sets of the topological space X .
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1 f ∈ AM to be the measurand’s pointer quantity in the measuring instrument’s quantity algebra AM . Then a cochannel
(linear unital positive map) of the form M : AM −→ AS (together with its dual M∗ ) is said to represent a perfect measurement of measurand f with pointer quantity
1 f provided

that Val( 1 f ) = Val( f ) and M ξ ( 1 f ) = ξ ( f ) for all continuous maps ξ : Val( f ) −→ R. Returning to the general case,
observe that the above-discussed passage




B
C∗f
S (A) −−−−−→ P Val( f ) ∼
= S C Val( f )

form Dx , concentrated at a single point x in X such that
EDx ( f ) = fˆ(x), where fˆ : X −→ R (with Val( fˆ) = Val( f )
and k fˆk = k f k) is the Gelfand representation of quantity f ,
specified by the chosen isomorphism ˆ : A −→ C(X ). Because the set of Dirac probability measures is also in a bijective correspondence with
 the space X (i.e., we have the
isomorphism S ex C(X ) ∼
= X ), the traditional state space
terminology, usually reserved for space X alone, is consistent with the one introduced earlier. 13 Considerations from
Gelfand and Riesz representation results lead to the following
mathematically concrete topological representation (realization) of the algebraic evaluation map B
C, introduced above:

from the abstractly given convex space of expectation funcB
CX
tionals on A to the concrete space of probability measures on
C(X ) × P(X ) −−−−
−−→ P(R),
the value space of a given measurand f , defined by B
C f (E ) =
PE , f , leads to an important commutative passage
where for ‘observable’ fˆ : X −→ R (Gelfand representing
∗
M
quantity
f ) in C(X ) and a probability measure P (encoding


S AS
S AM
the system’s extant probabilistic
state) we set B
CX ( fˆ, P) = Q

with Q(B) =d f P fˆ−1 (B) for all Borel subsets of R. Thus,
B
C∗1 f
B
C∗f
under a specific realization
of the algebraic evaluation map B
C

the number P fˆ−1 (B) gives the probability that upon (ideal)


measurement the value of quantity f will fall into the Borel
P Val( f )
P Val( 1 f )
∗
Mf
subset B, given that the system is known to be in a state captured by the probability measure P. It is here that the quanfrom a given (measurement) channel M∗ to a Markov channel tity algebra actually makes contact with the natural system
M∗f between the measurand’s value space input to its pointer of interest. However, as we have already intimated, the exquantity’s value space output. In this way, a measurement pression P fˆ−1 (B) provides only a theoretical determinachannel can be thought of concretely as a transfer of input tion of the value of quantity f , since it says nothing about
probability distributions on the measurand’s values to suitable exactly how the determination was made. For that we need a
output probability distributions on its pointer quantity values. concrete measurement process which is described by a suitSuch transfers are perfect if the distance between these two able tensor product of quantity algebras and its relations to
probability distributions is minimal.
the constituent quantity algebras, independently characterizJoint measurement of two measurands f and g is captured ing the target system and measuring instrument. The specifics
by the commutative diagram
will be discussed later on.

13 Recall that in classical physics it is customary to attribute two kinds of
P Val( f )
B
C∗f

S AS



B
C∗f ,g

Pπ


P Val( f ) × Val(g)

in which for each state E we set B
C∗f ,g (E ) =d f PE , f ,g , so that
for all continuous maps ξ : Val( f ) −→ R we have
ˆ


ξ (x) PE , f ,g dx, dy
E ξ(f) =
Val( f )×Val(g)


and similarly for E ζ (g) with ζ : Val(g) −→ R. Alternatively, if we rephrase the foregoing representation
of joint measurement in a contravariant cochannel setting
B
C f ,g : C Val( f ) × Val(g) −→ AS , we obtain B
C f ,g (ξ ⊗ 1) =
ξ ( f ) and B
C f ,g (1 ⊗ ζ ) = ζ (g).
Coming back to the representation of states, recall that
the extremal functionals in S ex C(X ) are in one-to-one
and onto correspondence with the so-called Dirac probability measures on hX , F i, i.e., probability measures of the

states to any physical system under consideration: (i) the so-called groundlevel, pure, deterministic (maximally informative) states that are encoded by
the points of a representing compact topological space X (or any of its isomorphic copies), and (ii) the logically higher-level probabilistic states, captured by probability measures in P(X ). For example, from the standpoint
of classical physics, a falling coin used in statisticians’ coin-tossing experiments can certainly be viewed deterministically as a classical dynamical
system with two distinguished terminal states, corresponding to the familiar heads and tails. However, since the solutions to the coin’s equations
of motion (not well known at the moment) are bound to be pathologically
sensitive to initial conditions, a deterministic prediction of, say, the coin’s
landing with heads up, is not feasible in view of prohibitive limitations on
the experimenter’s memory, time, and other cognitive or physical resources,
encountered in attempts at specifying the coin’s initial conditions with perfect accuracy. Nonetheless, this macroscopic deterministic system exhibits
in a structurally stable way also a (logically higher-level) unique probabilistic state, seen as an objective indefiniteness in its behavior, encoded by a
probability measure, whose values are approximable by the frequencies of
occurrence of heads. So, due to the extreme complexity of the coin’s deterministic dynamics and states (challenging our resource-sensitive knowledge
of the coin’s precise initial state) and the inaccessible details regarding the
coin’s possible trajectories, it is incomparably more effective to work with
the coin’s probabilistic state than with its deterministic heads and tails. The
fact that it is conceptually possible to eliminate the element of uncertainty
lurking in a coin-tossing experiment is of little empirical significance, if in
fact such uncertaintiy is not actually going to be removed. For more details
regarding the stochastic aspects of scientific models, see [2] and [8].
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It should by now come as no surprise to the reader that
when we analytically reason about, for example, the motion
of a simple pendulum in a vertical plane, we may simply
choose the real Banach algebra A(p, v), finitely generated by
the position p of the pendulum’s bob and its velocity v (with
respective value spaces Val(p) = C and Val(v) = R)14 and
frame all pertinent kinematic problems in it. However, if
our task is to calculate or measure the value of the pendulum’s position at a given time, we need to pass to the quantity algebra’s
 concrete realization, namely the Banach algebra
C C × R of all continuous real-valued functions on the state
space C × R of all position-velocity pairs. Under this representation the position is now given by the first continuous
projection map p̂ : C × R −→ C ⊂ R, where p̂(a, b) = a for
all position-velocity pairs (a, b). And, as anticipated, the second projection v̂ : C × R −→ R captures the pendulum’s velocity quantity. A prime example of a secondary quantity in
this representation is the all-important pendulum’s total energy, i.e., the so-called Hamiltonian, specified in terms of p̂
and v̂. Under the foregoing quantity semantics, all probabilistic predictions of pendulum positions are readily handled by
the evaluation map

 B
CR
−→ P(R),
C C × R × P C × R −−−−

k f k∞ = inf{k > 0 | | f (x)| ≤ k for P-almost all x ∈ X },

implemented by a suitable measurement process. Proceeding a stage further, it is important to realize that since these
concrete mathematical models live in an infinitely resourced
realm (where they can be subjected to infinitely precise mathematical operations), the (probability) values in R generally
demand an infinite resource (e.g., unlimited time and memory
for storage) to specify them precisely. In contrast, calculations
and measurements are performed in a finite-resource framework, with strictly finite amounts of information. To bridge
the gap between theoretical continuum dynamical models and
finitary data structures, we need to construct appropriate converging families of discretized descent or offspring dynamical
models of their continuum parent models. Details are given in
Section 3 below.
2.1.2.

Von Neumann algebra approach to physical measurement

In addition to real (unital, commutative) Banach algebras of
continuous quantities, we shall also make frequent reference
to von Neumann algebras N of measurable (random) quantities, satisfying the customary algebraic closure condition
f,g ∈ N & c ∈ R

=⇒

normed algebra that is an algebraic dual (viewed as a Banach
space) of a unique Banach space N∗ , called the algebra’s predual space, such that N = (N∗ )∗ . Although the language of
von Neumann algebras closely parallels that of Banach algebras, there are several subtle formal and interpretational differences.
We have seen that in the world of Banach algebras quantities are the primary entities and (deterministic and probabilistic) states are treated via algebraic duality. In the universe of
von Neumann algebras the quantity-state duality often proceeds in the reversed direction, in the sense that this time the
quantity algebra is the unique dual of its presumed so-called
predual Banach space, involving states. Remarkably, there is
a measure-theoretic analog of the Gelfand representation result, known as the so-called spectral theorem (see [7], sections
9.3 - 9.5 for a proof). It states that any abstractly given real
(unital, commutative) von Neumann algebra N with a normal
state E thereon15 is isomorphic to (and hence can be identified with) the mathematically concrete von Neumann algebra
L∞ (X , F , P) of bounded measurable real-valued functions
(modulo P-probability measure zero) on a suitable classical
probability space hX , F , Pi, where the essential supremum
norm k·k∞ of L∞ (X , F , P) is defined by

f + g, f • g, c · f ∈ N,

interpreted in a standard way. A real (unital, commutative) von Neumann algebra N is a real (unital, commutative)
14 We recall for the reader’s convenience that C denotes the so-called circle
group, defined by the half-open interval [0, 2π ) of reals – furnished with a
cyclic group structure and topologically isomorphic to the unit circle that is
obtained by identifying 2π with 0. The standard algebraic notation for the
cyclic group C is R/2π Z .

and the algebra operations are defined pointwise, inherited
from R. Furthermore, under the chosen isomorphism ˆ :
N −→ L´∞ (X , F , P) the expectation functional is given by
E ( f ) = X fˆ(x) P(dx) for all measurable quantities f in N
with k f k∞ < ∞. The spectral theorem provides a concrete
mathematical semantics for abstractly conceived measurable
(random) quantities and conversely, it shows how classical
probability spaces are algebraically encodable by von Neumann algebras of quantities, equipped with normal states.
(For technical details, see [12], Chapter 1, page 45.)
In addition to a concrete representation of measurable quantities, there is also a concrete representation of states.
Specifically, the Banach space
L1 (X , F , P) = L∞ (X , F , P)∗ of all P-integrable functions on hX , F , Pi is the predual of L∞ (X , F , P), so that
we have L1 (X , F , P)∗ = L∞ (X , F , P). Importantly, the
subset S L1 (X , F , P) =d f {p ∈ L1 (X , F , P) | p ≥ 0 &
kpk = 1} of probabilistic states is actually the convex space
of all density functions on hX , F , Pi.16
Unlike Banach algebras (convenient for smooth and continuous quantities), von Neumann algebras tend to have many
idempotent (two-valued, projection) quantities f satisfying
f • f = f (forming, roughly speaking, a Boolean sigma algebra under the partial ordering 4, defined by f 4 f ′ if and
15 A state E on N is said to be normal provided that for every increasing
sequence f1 , f2 , · · · of positive random quantities converging to f in N we
have limn E ( fn ) = E ( f ). Normalcy is a technical counterpart of the countable
additivity property of probability measures.
16 We mention in passing that L (X , F , P) can also be obtained from the
∞
Banach algebra C(X ) of continuous real-valued functions on X by completion under the so-called weak topology. For a detailed account of von
Neumann algebras see [12].
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only iff f • f ′ = f for all quantities f and f ′ ), and are blessed
with excellent convergence properties. For example, in the
Banach algebra C([0, 1]) of continuous real-valued functions
on the closed unit interval [0, 1] there are only two continuous idempotent (projection) quantities, namely, the constant
quantities k0 , k1 : [0, 1] −→ R, defined by k0 (x) = 0 and
k1 (x) = 1 for all x, respectively. In sharp contrast, the characteristic function 1B : X −→ R of each Borel measurable
subset B ⊆ X of any compact Hausdorff space X is automatically an idempotent (two-valued) quantity in the von
Neumann algebra L∞ (X , F , P), playing the role of events in
the sense of Kolmogorov. In particular, the expected value
P fˆ−1 (B) = EP 1 fˆ−1 (B) is the probability that the value of
quantity f lies in the real Borel set B, when the system is
in a state encoded by EP .17 Since the algebra L∞ (X , F , P)
contains only measurable functions, modulo probability measure P zero, it can be generated by the set of characteristic
functions 1B of measurable subsets B ⊆ X . (Any measurable
quantity can be approximated arbitrarily well by a suitable
linear combination of characteristic functions.)
It is time for an example. Along Newtonian lines, consider
a quantity algebra for the kinematic behavior of a simple pendulum, swinging in a vertical plane. Earlier we mentioned that
the correct quantity algebra for this target system is given by
the Banach algebra C C × R continuous real-valued functions of the form f : C × R −→ R. The operations are defined pointwise and the norm of a quantity is the supremum
of its absolute values. The points of C × R encode the pendulum’s deterministic states (classically, in terms of its instantaneous position and velocity values), and each Borel probability measure P thereon specifies a probabilistic state
´ EP in
S C(C×R) via the expectation integral EP ( f ) = C×R f dP
for all quantities f .
In a von Neumann algebra setting the pendulum’s algebra
of measurable quantities is given by the concrete von Neumann algebra L∞ (C × R, F , Λ) of bounded Λ-measurable
real-valued functions on C × R, where the relativizing default measure is the Lebesgue measure Λ. Here again, the
operations are defined pointwise and the norm is the earlierintroduced essential supremum norm. The predual Banach
space
L1 (X , F , Λ) = L∞ (C × R, F , Λ)∗

system and a measuring instrument, chosen for the measurand. In attempts at modeling the measurand’s measuring instrument we assume that in addition to several constituents
(e.g., sensor, transducer, and processors), the instrument has
a pointer (or some other display) module that moves during
the measurement process along a calibrated scale in such a
way that different pointer positions on the scale correspond
to different measurement outcomes. More particularly, there
are two principal ways of modeling a measuring instrument.
The first of these treats the instrument as an ordinary natural system, so that its characterizing quantities can be measured by other measuring instruments. Second, in the context
of measurement involving the instrument under consideration
we use a representation that focuses primarily on the instrument’s pointer module, display of measurement results, and a
statistical treatment of measurement errors.
For most practical purposes, then, even though a measuring instrument M( f ) (designed to measure quantity f ) comes
with its own theoretical quantity algebra AM( f ) that completely characterizes the instrument’s physical structure and
behavior (important in explaining how the instrument works),
for the sake of simplified analysis of a given measurement
process we shall assume that the instrument’s working quantity algebra A( 1 f ) is specified more modestly by the measurand’s pointer (output) quantity 1 f , whose values (thanks
to calibration) provide quantitative information about the objective values of measurand f . Abstractly, the instrument’s
pointer (e.g., a needle) can be thought of as a particle moving continuously in one dimension only (e.g., on a half circle)
and its other degrees of freedom are simply ignored. This is
a theoretical view of classical measuring instruments. However, due to the instrument’s limited sensitivity, discrimination, accuracy, finitary resources, and external noise, the actual position information provided by the pointer quantity 1 f
about its measurand f is bound to be only partial and unreliable in general. Characteristically, normal measurement
outcomes are small intervals containing the pointer quantity’s
values. For example, suppose the experimenter reads the dial
(or digital display) of the measuring instrument M( f ) and reports that the value of 1 f (in some given units) is 3.450.
What this means is that the pointer quantity’s actual value lies
in the interval [3.4495, 3.4505], providing only an estimate of
the objective value of measurand f . In Section 3 we shall
of absolutely integrable functions contains all probability den- be discussing several related problems from the standpoint of
sity functions onC × R, comprising the convex subspace discretization of quantities and their algebras.
S L1 (X , F , Λ) of probabilistic states. Note that in this
Having introduced the quantity algebras for measuring informalism the probabilistic states are conveniently encoded
struments we will be using later on, we now briefly mention
by probability density functions. And as above, the penduthe formal description of their (deterministic and probabilislum’s position and velocity quantities are given by the meatic) states. In the case of continuous quantities, we may set
surable projections on the probability space hC × R, F , Λi.
the model of the instrument’s pointer module
(for measurand

Now we come to quantity algebras representing measuring
f ) to be the Banach algebra C Val( 1 f ) of (bounded) coninstruments. Earlier we noted that in general it is not postinuous real-valued functions on the value space Val( 1 f ),
sible to obtain quantitative information about the target sysviewed as the pointer’s underlying state space. In this way,
tem’s extant state without a physical interaction between the
we have access not only to the measurand’s internal pointer
17 As common in probability theory, here as well as in what follows, the
quantity 1 f : Val( 1 f ) −→ R (defined by the subspace incluexpression 1S denotes the characteristic function (indicator) of the set S.
sion 1 f (x) = x for all x), but also to all continuous functions
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defined on its set Val( 1 f ) of measurement outcomes. As anticipated, probabilistic
states are encoded by expectation func

tionals in S C Val( 1 f ) .18
In the ambience of measurable quantities, the instrument’s
pointer module for measurand f is conveniently
 modeled by
the von Neumann algebra L∞ Val( 1 f ), F , Λ of all bounded
measurable real-valued functions on the pointer quantity’s
value space Val( 1 f ), equipped with the Lebesgue measure.
As we have already indicated, probabilistic states are usually
encoded by density functions on Val( 1 f ). We break off our
discussion of quantity algebras and their states, since we have
gone far enough to show how they work. We now turn to the
discussion of (prediction and measurement) data lattices of
quantities.

tities and their values in the data lattice LS requires several
logical and algebraic rules that – bearing in mind space limitations – we do not list. Although we shall continue to work
in a Banach algebra framework, obviously, the assignment of
data propositions to quantity algebras works equally well also
in the context of von Neumann algebras.
At this point we are interested in knowing when is an elementary data proposition of the form f ≏ c true? In classical
measurement such data propositions (serving as units of predictive or measurement information) and their logical combinations describe certain instantaneous features of the target
system that are either possessed or not possessed by the system, depending on how the system is, independently of any
measurement or experimenter. In this way, the system’s (deterministic) state becomes essential in specifying whether or
not the foregoing data proposition is true. Explicitly, the state
2.2. Data lattices of quantity algebras
space XS of the quantity algebra AS (determined uniquely by
the
Gelfand representation to within a homeomorphism) proIn this subsection we embark on a brief study of quantities
vides
an effective realist semantics for all propositions about
in terms of their data lattices. Although this is not always
quantities
in the associated data lattice LS . It is easily estabmade fully explicit in the literature on classical measurement
lished
that
each deterministic state x ∈ XS assigns to propotheory, in parallel with the assignment of a minimal quantity
sition
‘
f
≏
c’ a unique truth value. Concretely, proposition
algebra AS to a target system S there is also an association
‘
f
≏
c’
is
said
to be true about quantity f (and the content
of a data lattice – symbolized by LS , intended for expressof
what
it
signifies
is actualized by the target system) in state
ing various claims about quantities possessed by S in terms
ˆ(x) = c, where fˆ : X −→ R is the Gelfand
x
exactly
when
f
19
of their values and designed for reasoning about the target
system’s instantaneous continuous or measurable features and ‘observable’ representing f . Evidently, the truth value of a
estimates thereof. Data lattices come in three basic flavors: (i) complex data proposition is a logical combination of truth values of its simple constituents. Formally, the topological stateequational, (ii) comparative, and (iii) probabilistic.
space semantics of proposition f ≏ c is given by the (closed
In the simplest deterministic and most idealized situation,
or measurable) subset
there is a consideration of an elementary equational evalua
tion mapping ≏: AS × R −→ LS that assigns to each quantityJ f ≏ cK =d f x ∈ X fˆ(x) = c
magnitude pair ( f , c) a unique elementary proposition (written in an infix form) f ≏ c.20 Its physical meaning under the of those states in which the representing ‘observable’ of quanclassical realist interpretation is as follows: Quantity f has an tity f takes the value c. Thus, we have specified a semantic
objective value and that value is equal to c at a given instant valuation map
of time.21 We mention in passing that reasoning about quanJ·K : LS −→ Sub XS
18 Here we would like to emphasize again that in general these so-called
theoretical models of quantities and states assume that the underlying domains are continua (i.e., they are locally homeomorphic to the real line). Yet
all measurement outcomes are known to be relatively small discrete rational numbers or histograms constructed from simple relative frequencies. The
recurring point is that for reasons of effective mathematical tractability, theoretical models are bound to be far more idealized than warranted by the actual
resource-sensitive physical situation they purport to represent.
19 Remember that quantities are assumed to be instantiated by the target
system in distinguishable degrees or amounts, expressible by numbers in
some units, comprising their value space.
20 Since proposition f ≏ c is logically equivalent to f − c · 1 ≏ 0, formally
it is sufficient to consider only equational propositions of the form f ≏ 0,
satisfying the equivalence ( f ≏ 0 ∨ g ≏ 0) ⇐⇒ f • g ≏ 0 for all quantities f
and g.
21 Here we wish to emphasize that in classical physics the realist position
is that quantities possess their values independently of whether or not they
are measured. Furthermore, quantities possess their empirical meaning independently of the measurement methods which may be available for them. In
contrast, some empiricists interpret propositions of the form f ≏ c in a considerably weaker counterfactual manner thusly: If quantity f were measured by
a designated measuring instrument M( f ), then the measurement result would
be c. For us, if f were measured by a designated instrument, then in general
the measurement result provided by the pointer quantity 1 f of f would only

from the target system’s data lattice to the concrete lattice of
subsets of XS . Here the technical details depend on whether
fˆ is assumed to be continuous or measurable. For example,
in the von Neumann algebra framework of measurable quantities, the logic of LS is Boolean. However, since in the case
of continuous quantities the set J f ≏ cK = {x ∈ X | fˆ(x) = c}
is a closed subset of the compact Hausdorff topological space
XS , the resulting lattice is Brouwerian. In general, data lattices mirror the underlying geometric structure of their state
spaces. Because in a von Neumann algebra setting the characteristic function 1J f ≏cK is automatically a two-valued (idempotent) measurable quantity (with 1J f ≏cK (x) = 1 if fˆ(x) = c,
and 0 otherwise), the expectation E 1J f ≏cK gives the proba-

be an estimate or an approximation of c. These two diametrically opposing
interpretations are particularly significant in the theory of quantum measurement. In general, the actual value of a quantity at a given time – assumed to
exist from the perspective of AS – cannot be known exactly. Quantum effects
may even prevent the existence of such a value. However, various approximations of this idealized value are presumed to be known or knowable.
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bility PE f ≏ c that quantity f has the value c, given that the
system is in a state encoded by E .22
One major disadvantage of equational data propositions is
that in view of various resource limitations, in general experimenters cannot know the exact values of quantities. However,
in the case of comparative propositions of the form f ⋖ c –
expressing the fact that quantity f ∈ AS has a value and that
value is strictly smaller than c – things are rather better. In particular, compound data propositions of the form a ⋖ f ⋖ b lead
to an important interval calculus for the treatment of quantity
values. Since the state-space semantics proceeds on the same
line of reasoning as in the case of equational propositions, it
seems unnecessary to go through the details. Measurement
outcomes encoded by data propositions of the form 1 f ≏ c
provide complete information about the value of measurand
f at a given time. However, most measurements extract only
partial information about the measurand, discussed below.
A considerably more general and less idealized class of
propositions is based on a membership mapping A: AS ×
B R −→ L′S that assigns to each quantity f and a Borel measurable subset B of the real line R the proposition f A B, written once again in an infix form. Its intended physical meaning
under the realist interpretation is the following: Quantity f
has an objective value and that value lies in the real Borel
subset B.23 Reasoning about quantities and their values in
the extended Borel data lattice L ′S requires additional logical and algebraic rules we do not list. Regarding semantics,
a proposition ‘ f A B’ is said to be true about quantity f (and
its corresponding state of affairs is realized in the target system) in state x ∈ X provided that fˆ(x) ∈ B. In general, the
state-space semantics of a data proposition f A B is given by
the subset

J f A BK =d f x ∈ X fˆ(x) ∈ B = fˆ−1 (B)

with a convenient logic to reason about quantity values.24
An equational data lattice of propositions represents the target system’s actual or potential instantaneous measurable features. The association of equational propositions with quantities is illustrated in Figure 1 below:
g≏b
f ≏a

LA

f•

•g

A

Fig. 1 Data lattice of quantity algebras

Before leaving this subsection, we make a quick remark
about the relevance of data lattices in von Neumann algebra settings. Because each proposition of the form a ⋖ f ⋖ b
(and its Borel subset generalizations involving a measurable
quantity f ) canonically transforms into a two-valued quantity 1Ja⋖ f ⋖bK that receives value 1 just in case the value of f
lies strictly between the reals a < b, and 0 otherwise, we can
also think of the indicator 1 : L′S −→ NS as an embedding
function that maps data propositions to two-valued (idempotent, projection) quantities of the von Neumann algebra NS .
In particular, E 1Ja⋖ f ⋖bK is equal to the probability that the
objective value of quantity f lies in the open interval (a, b),
given that the system is in state E . Seen in this light, the intimate relationship between quantity algebras and data lattices
goes even deeper. By analogy with channels and cochannels
between von Neumann (Banach) algebras, there are Boolean
(Brouwer) channels between data lattices, traceable to the
map B
C : LS × XS −→ {0, 1}, defined
of those states in which the associated observable of quantity two-valued evaluation

C f ≏ c, x = 1 if fˆ(x) = c and 0 otherwise.
f takes values belonging to B. Thus, we have now specified a by B
new semantical valuation map J·K : L′S −→ Sub XS from the
target system’s extended data lattice to the concrete Borel or 2.3. An example of a static length measurement with error
Brouwer algebra of subsets of XS .
Since physical measurements are regularly subjected to un- We now have at our disposal several concepts and methods of
certainties and randomness, results of measurement are fre- characterizing simple measurement processes and their outquently represented in terms of probabilistic
propositions of comes in algebraic settings. In this subsection we present an

the form E 1J f ABK = p or PE f A B = p, stating that the elementary example of a classical, comparison-based, static
value of quantity f lies in the real Borel subset B with proba- measurement of length, involving deterministic (systematic)
bility p, given that the system is in state E . As we have seen, and probabilistic (random) measurement error.
Suppose we want to measure the length of a flagpole (or
the probability measure PE on X is obtained by a concrete
that
of a medium-size straight rod, and so forth), using a yardrepresentation of the expectation functional E in S (AS ), usstick
or a tape measure, marked with carefully calibrated uniing Riesz representation result.
form
subdivisions in inches, centimeters, or in some other
We now know that each quantity algebra A comes with
24 As usual in logic, the meet operation in the data lattice corresponds to
its associated (equational or Borel) data lattice LA , endowed
22 We

mention in passing that we also have the algebraic semantics of
propositions, given by the subset J f ≏ cKalg =d f {E ∈ S ex (A)| E ( f ) = c} of
extremal functionals. However, in view of Gelfand representation, the difference between the algebraic and topological semantics is largely conceptual.
23 In applications, instead of using arbitrary Borel subsets, it is sufficient to
use only open (or closed) intervals with rational end-points.

conjunction and the join operation refers to disjunction of propositions. It is
not difficult to see that the false sentence 1 ≏ 0 specifies the bottom element
⊥ and the true sentence 1 ≏ 1 determines the top element ⊤ of the equational
data lattice. It is well known that in classical physics data lattices carry the
structure of a Boolean algebra or that of a Brouwer algebra, whereas in quantum physics the lattice structure is only weakly modular, orthocomplemented,
and decisively nondistributive.
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units of the length dimension. Obviously, the target natural system instantiates several geometric, thermodynamical
and other quantities, including length, diameter, temperature,
and so on, but we shall focus only on the flagpole’s length
quantity ℓ with its value space defined (for concreteness) by
Val(ℓ) = [0, L].25 Continuing in the spirit of the previous subsections, it may be natural to assume that in view of continuity being an important regulative principle for reasoning about
length, flagpole length measurements should be modeled by
the Banach algebra A(ℓ) ∼
= C Val(ℓ) generated by ℓ, and
we may want to proceed similarly in modeling the yardstick.
This approach is adequate in the context of static deterministic measurement. However, since any mathematical model
of length measurement with random error and uncertainty in
the measurement outcomes will have to account for the inherent element of randomness in order to be adequate, we find
it more appropriate to represent the target system by the von
Neumann algebra N(ℓ), generated by quantity ℓ and Rieszisomorphic to a concrete algebra L∞ ([0, L], F , P), where ℓ is
now regarded as a real-valued random variable with a probability distribution P.26 It should be noted that in measuring length ℓ, the quantity algebra N(ℓ) automatically extends
its measurement results also to squares ℓ • ℓ (built from flagpoles), cubes ℓ • ℓ • ℓ, and a host of other systems that instantiate quantities definable in terms of ℓ. In a deterministic situation it is standard to assume that the flagpole has a definite (albeit unknown) length, say ℓ ≏ λ , and therefore its state
(relative to the representing algebra N(ℓ) ∼
= L∞ ([0, L], F , P))
is captured by the maximally informative
 Dirac probability
measure Dλ on [0, L], giving Dλ Jℓ ≏ cK = 1, if c = λ , and
0 otherwise. However, in view of our interest in measurement error, we wish to consider epistemically less idealized
situations in which the flagpole’s actual length is described
nondeterministically by a probabilistic state that is different
from Dirac probability distributions.
In measuring the flagpole’s length using a yardstick, generally it is impossible to determine the exact length value for
at least two simple reasons: (i) the scale of the yardstick is
known to have a limited resolution and accuracy, specified by
finitely spaced marks and less-than superbly calibrated subdivision, and (ii) stepping off the yardstick against the flagpole usually involves small length disparities in its imperfect
placements alongside the flagpole, misjudgments of tiny fractions of length on the scale, and parallax errors in outcome
25 The upper bound L of the closed real interval [0, L] of possible length
values can be set to exceed the lengths of all possible real-world flagpoles or
it can simply be the Hubble length, specified by the size of the observable
universe.
26 This algebraic model seems reasonable, since at any given time the flagpole’s actual length is subtly determined also by fluctuating temperature,
pressure and other changes in the flagpole’s material composition and its
environment – not to mention randomness stemming from the measurement
procedure itself. We mention in passing that our treatment of length measurement carries over, with only notational changes, also to mass measurement on
a chemical balance with a calibrated pointer system, volume measurement of
liquids using a graduated measuring cup, and so forth. And of course, the
measurement model is meant to apply to any and therefore all flagpoles or
rods.

reading. We cast all this in the framework of an associated
random pointer quantity ℓε with its finite value space defined (for example) by Val(ℓε ) = ε N ∩ [0, L], where the set
ε N = {0, ε , 2ε , · · · } is comprised of integer multiples of a
fixed unit length ε , say, one inch, chosen by the measurer. Intuitively, the yardstick-based measurement process will round
off the flagpole’s actual length to that integer multiple of
the chosen unit which is closest to it. Naturally, yardsticks
marked off in smaller length units ε will provide appropriately more accurate measurement results, but of course they
will not be brought into a one-to-one correspondence with the
possible lengths in [0, L].
For future technical needs, let ⌈λ ⌉ be the integer part
of real number λ , so that we have λ − 1 < ⌈λ ⌉ ≤ λ and
λ − ⌈λ ⌉ is the fractional part of λ . We now have at our disposal a natural (generally nonlinear) projectivel round-off
m map
λ
1
ℜε : [0, L] −→ [0, L]ε , defined by ℜε (λ ) =d f ε + 2 · ε , that
will play a crucial role in our study of discretization in Section 3. The term is aptly chosen, since ℜε literally rounds
off a given length (specified by a real number) to the integer
multiple of ε that is numerically closest to it. We also have an
embedding map ℑε : [0, L]
accompanying
 ε −→ [0,

 L] such that
ℜε ◦ ℑε (k · ε ) = ℜε (k · ε ) = k · ε and ℑε ◦ ℜε (λ ) ≤ λ + 12
for all λ . Finally, note that ℜε (2k · ε + 21 ) = (k + 1) · ε .
Just as in the case of the flagpole’s length quantity, so too it
is appropriate to model the measuring instrument and associated comparison-based measurement process by the von Neumann algebra N(ℓε ), generated by ℓε and Riesz-isomorphic
to L∞ ([0, L]ε ), F ε , Pε ), where Pε is reserved for a probability
distribution of error-laden measurement outcomes that is estimated from a sequence of independently repeated measurements.
From our brief remarks above it follows that in the most
common deterministic case, length measurement with a yardstick will display the round-off value (i.e., the nearest integer
multiple of the chosen measurement unit ε > 0) ℜε (λ ), given
that the flagpole’s actual length is λ . In the language of data
propositions this can be summarized by the conditional
ℓ≏λ

=⇒

ℓε ≏ ℜε (λ ).

We have already emphasized that states (encoded by expectation functionals) are essential in determining the values of
quantities. Accordingly, a deterministic measurement of the
flagpole’s length quantity ℓ with the yardstick’s pointer quantity ℓε is specified by a projective deterministic state channel
 M∗

S L∞ ([0, L], F , P) −−−−−→ S L∞ ([0, L]ε , F ε , Pε ) ,

satisfying M∗ (EDλ ) = EDℜε (λ ) for all λ in [0, L], where (following Riesz representation) M∗ (EDλ ) is the extremal linear
functional specified by the Dirac probability measure Dλ . For
all practical purposes the foregoing state channel abstractly
captures a trivial fact, namely, that in measuring the length
of a flagpole using a yardstick, we shall generally obtain an
outcome that is only approximately equal to the flagpole’s actual length, with an error less than ε units. This implies, again
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trivially, that in view of the yardstick’s limited accuracy, static
deterministic measurement will classify different flagpoles as
equally long and hence epistemically equivalent, given that
their round-off values are detected as equal. This underdetermination of the flagpole’s real length is encoded by the state
channel’s projective (onto) property.
Now, if we change our point of view somewhat and switch
to the dual quantity channel (cochannel) representation, specified by the deterministic measurement model

It should be aparent by now that the example we discussed
above was meant to illustrate static measurement of a deterministic variety that we believe helps the reader to become
aware of a large variety of modeling options. There is a general scheme for length measurement that includes the measurement model we have chosen above. We will pause only
to present a variant of such a scheme and will not explore
the details further, since they properly belong to Section 4.
First, heuristically speaking, Dirac probability measures can
alternatively be viewed from the perspective of a measurable
M
mapping of the form D : [0, L] −→ Pex [0, L]ε ⊂ P [0, L]ε
L∞ ([0, L]ε , F ε , Pε ) −−−−−→ L∞ ([0, L], F , P),
that assigns to each length value λ a unique Dirac probawhere M is now a von Neumann algebra embedding, obtained bility measure Dλ on [0, L]ε . Secondly, it is then natural to
from ℜε and specified by the step function M(ℓε ) = ℓb with consider more general measurable mappings of the form T :

b λ ) = k · ε , if ε · (2k − 1) ≤ λ < ε · (2k + 1) for all k ≥ 1, and [0, L] −→ P [0, L]ε , called transition probabilities or Markov
ℓ(
2
2
b λ ) = 0 for λ < 1 , we obtain a recipe for the reconstruction kernels, that map each length value λ to a unique probabilℓ(
2
we may specify Tλ

of ℓ in terms of ℓbfrom measurement data. The graphs of ℓ and ity measure Tλ on [0, L]ε . For example,
ℓ
by
stipulating
that
T
≏
ℜ
(
λ
)
=
p
with
1 > p > 0.75,
ε
ε
ℓb are given in Figure 2 below.
λ
 1−p
Tλ ℓε ≏ ℜε (λ ) − ε = Tλ ℓε ≏ ℜε (λ ) + ε = 2 , and zero
otherwise. The basic idea behind the transition probability
b
ℓ(λ ), ℓ(λ )
Tλ is that, intuitively speaking, the probability of getting the
4
measurement outcome ℜε (λ ) is quite high (above 75%) but
not certain, since the result could be different from ℜε (λ ) on
both sides in the amount of ±ε with the remaining probabil3
1−p
ities 1−p
2 and 2 , respectively, and zero otherwise. Last but
not least, in modeling length measurement with error we as2
sume that the target system is in an unknown state encoded
by a probability measure P ∈ P([0, L]) that is mapped to the
1
probabilistic state M∗ (P) ∈ P([0, L]ε ), defined by
ˆ
 ∗ 
M
(P)
(E)
=
Tλ (E) P(dλ )
0
[0,L]
0
1
2
3
4
λ ·ε
for all events E in F ε , where Tλ denotes the discrete probability distribution on possible measurement outcomes, given
Fig. 2 Step function approximation of the actual length
that the flagpole’s actual length is λ . In general, the transiquantity
tion probability Tλ models the ‘noise’ or uncertainty in the
We see that ℓb is the best estimator for the flagpole’s length readings of measurement. In the dual algebraic setting, the
quantity ℓ, based on the measuring instrument’s pointer quan- cochannel counterpart
tity ℓε . In addition, note that ℓb is discontinuous at points with
M : L∞ ([0, L]ε , F ε , Pε ) −−−→ L∞ ([0, L], F , P),
maximal error. However, in view of the measurement error
b λ ) = ∑l∈[0,L] ℓε (l) · Tλ ({l}) for
(maximal bias) specified by kM(ℓε ) − ℓk = 21 ε , the measure- defined by M(ℓε ) = ℓb with ℓ(
ε
ment model under consideration is not able to reconstruct ℓ all λ , models the measurand’s reconstruction with a statistical
from its pointer quantity ℓε with perfect accuracy. Referring error, using the pointer quantity ℓε . Since Tλ ({l}) denotes the
again to Figure 2, what this means is that the pointer quan- probability that the flagpole’s objective length λ is measured
tity ℓε by itself provides only an inexact knowledge of the by the yardstick in ε units as length l, in general the measureflagpole’s actual length. And this brings up another point. ment error (bias) can be arbitrarily large. However, if the tranEven though the cochannel M does not specify an unbiased sition probability T is such that Tλ ({l}) = 1 for ℜε (λ ) = l and
measurement model of ℓ, in view of M(ℓε ) = ℓ ± ε ′ with 0 otherwise, then we obtain the earlier discussed deterministic
0 ≤ ε ′ ≤ 21 , it is close enough to being unbiased, so that ℓb case.
can still be used as a reliable reconstruction of measurand ℓ.
Another concept that plays an important role in our study
In this way the cochannel M – in its role of a measurement of length measurement is that of a comparison of measuremodel – offers an optimal reconstruction of the measurand, ment methods. Suppose we have two yardsticks or more genrelative to the chosen pointer quantity.
erally two different ways of measuring the flagpole’s length.
At this stage the reader may feel that our treatment of The first of these is coarser, using a measurement unit ε in,
length measurement has tended to be simple and its techni- say, centimeters, and the second method is finer, with a meacal part ended up being somewhat of an algebraic overkill. surement unit ε ′ in millimeters, so that we have ε ′ < ε . The
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commutative diagram below shows the projective (onto) re- limit of a nested sequence of estimators as their measurement
lationships between the parent value space [0, L] and its two errors go to zero.
descent discretized value spaces.
Next, we focus our attention on tensor products of quantity
algebras, crucial in the treatment of measurement coupling
[0, L]
between target systems and measuring instruments.
ℜε ′

ℜε

[0, L]ε ′

2.4. Tensor products of quantity algebras and compound
systems

[0, L]ε

ℜε ′ ,ε

Since dynamical measurement of a quantity f – realized in a
natural system S we wish to study – is based on a physical interaction between the quantity-bearing system and a measuring instrument M( f ) designed to measure f , understanding of
the physics of the measurement process under consideration
requires a correct mathematical representation of the composite system, henceforth denoted by S + M( f ). In this subsecR
tion we briefly review the pertinent tensor product machinery.
N(ℓε )
N(ℓε ′ )
Suppose we have a natural system S and a measuring instru′
ment
M( f ), chosen to measure quantity f instantiated by S.
M
M
Let AS and AM( f ) be the respective Banach algebras describN(ℓ)
ing the target system and instrument for f . It is well known
(see, for example [1]) that the compound system S + M( f ),
In the diagram above, the connecting map R handles the re- including S and M( f ) as its well-defined subsystems which
finement relationship between two different methods of mea- physically interact with each other for a certain period of time,
surement. Obviously, the discrete steps of the estimator ℓb′ , obeys the fundamental composition law
specified by measurement M′ , are smaller and therefore closer
b determined by the cochannel M.
AS+M( f ) ∼
= AS ⊗ AM( f ) ,
to ℓ, than those of ℓ,
Having developed a general algebraic approach to static
length measurement, we can now ask: What happens to length stating that the quantity algebra associated with the ‘system
S + M( f ) is isomorphic to
measurement in the limit, when increasingly more refined + instrument’ compound system
28
yardsticks are used with smaller and smaller measurement the (projective) tensor product of the respective algebras
units ε , ad infinitum? For example, suppose we set εn = 101n of constituent systems. In the algebra isomorphism above, a
with n ≥ 1 to specify a sequence of pointer quantities ℓ1 , ℓ2 , . . . quantity u of system S is identified with the quantity u ⊗ 1 of
1
1
with respective round-off accuracies 10
, 100
, . . ., given (say) the compound system S + M( f ), and likewise a quantity v of
in decimal fractions of a centimeter. In this way we ob- M( f ) is identified with 1 ⊗ v. For example, since a measurand
tain a corresponding sequence M1 , M2 , . . . of deterministic f and its pointer quantity 1 f tend to belong to different almeasurement models for measuring ℓ with increasingly finer gebras, the theoretical error quantity is conveniently defined
difference f ⊗ 1 − 1 ⊗ 1 f that employs the tensor
pointer quantities ℓn , as displayed in the direct limit diagram by their 29
27
product.
below.

We can readily see that ℜε ′ ,ε ℜε ′ (λ ) = ℜε (λ ) holds for all
λ . It is of interest to consider the cochannel representations M
and M′ of measurements of measurand ℓ with the respective
pointer quantities ℓε and ℓε′ of unequal accuracy, shown in the
commutative diagram below:

M12

N(ℓ1 )

M2•

N(ℓ2 )
M1

M2

···
···

M•∞

N(ℓ∞ )

M∞

N(ℓ)
Since von Neumann algebras of random quantities possess excellent convergence properties, the measurement model representing the measurement of ℓ with the limit pointer quantity
ℓ∞ = limn ℓn is perfect. Suffice it to say, in summary, that
a foundationally important classical criterion for judging the
worth of an estimator ℓb for measurand ℓ is to consider the
27 It must be noted that the analysis presented here is based on the idealizations of classical physics. The so-called Planck length of 1.616 · 10−33
centimeters renders the quantum mechanical interpretation of the direct limit
of the foregoing sequence of discrete quantity algebras meaningless.

28 Here there are only two things that we need to know about tensor products of quantity algebras. The first is the tensor calculus of quantities. Simply, if ( fi ) and (g j ) are bases of algebras A and B, respectively, then the
family ( fi ⊗ g j ) of simple tensor products is a basis of the tensor product algebra A ⊗ B, where ⊗ : A × B −→ A ⊗ B is a bilinear map that
sends each pair ( f , g) in the Cartesian product quantity algebra to the simple tensor quantity f ⊗ g. Distributivity laws ( f + g) ⊗ h = ( f ⊗ h) + (g ⊗ h)
and h ⊗ ( f + g) = (h ⊗ f ) + (h ⊗ g) together with the associativity property c · ( f ⊗ g) = (c · f ) ⊗ g = f ⊗ (c · g) automatically hold for all quantities in the tensor product algebra. In addition, we have ( f ⊗ g) •( f ′ ⊗ g′ ) =
( f • f ′ ) ⊗ (g • g′ ) for all quantities f , f ′ ∈ A and g, g′ ∈ B. The second fact
to know about tensor products is their universal property. Concretely, tensor
products are specifically designed to turn bilinear maps that do not belong
to the category of Banach algebras into legitimate Banach algebra homomorphisms. The empirical justification of tensor products of quantity algebras in
algebraic-analytic measurement theory is based on their natural one-to-one
correspondence with the Cartesian product of their representing state spaces.
29 Recall again that symbol 1 denotes the unit of the constituent algebras,
encoding the uninformative quantity, having a constant value equal to 1. In
this manner, the algebras of constituent systems can also be seen as independent subalgebras of their tensor product algebra. As may be expected, subal-
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From the point of view of physics, instrument-based dynamical measurement of a target system’s measurand involves
(i) a measurement coupling represented by the tensor product
of the target system’s quantity algebra and the algebra of the
measurand’s designated measuring instrument, (ii) joint dynamics thereon, and (iii) interconnection laws between them.
It is important to bear in mind that by necessity or by choice,
in general not all quantities in AS are suitable for instantaneous measurement, and those that are selected for measurement, are seldom measurable directly. In view of a limited
set of feasible measurands and their indirect measurements,
real-world measurement procedures are bound to provide only
partial information about their target systems. What is of particular measurement-theoretic interest here is an informationally complete subset of measurands. Such subsets completely
characterize the measurands’ target system at any given instant of time.
Besides tensoring quantity algebras, we must also tensor
their (deterministic and probabilistic) state spaces. Suppose
we are given expectation functionals E and E f (representing
states) on algebras AS and AM( f ) , respectively. Then there is a
unique tensor expectation functional E ⊗ E f on the tensor algebra AS ⊗ AM( f ) , defined by [E ⊗ E f ](u ⊗ v) = E (u) · E f (v)
for all u in AS and v in AM( f ) . The probabilistic state represented by the expectation functional E ⊗ E f is appropriately
called the (affine) tensor product of states represented by E
and E f . The (affine) tensor product of states which we have
just described can be formulated in the abstract setting of the
following commutative diagram:
S (AS ) × S (AM( f ) )
⊗

S (AS ) ⊗ S (AM( f ) )

̥

̥′

S AS ⊗ AM( f )



Closely paralleling tensor products of algebras, for every biaffine mapping ̥ (possesses the affine property in both arguments) of states there exists a unique affine mapping ̥′ such
that ̥ = ̥′ ◦ ⊗.
We said that to dynamically measure the value of a given
quantity f , it is necessary to allow the target system to interact
with a designated measuring instrument of f for a certain period of time. In view of a law-based measurement coupling,
the instrument M( f ) behaves in such a way that if the target system is initially in the unknown state E0 and the instrument is in the familiar ‘null position’ or ‘reference’ state E0f ,
then after the interaction is turned on, the composite system
S + M( f ) evolves (ideally after an infinite duration of time)
from the initial tensor product state E0 ⊗ E0f into an entangled

final tensor product state Et belonging to S AS ⊗ AM( f ) ,
determined by the dynamics of the interaction, terminated at
time t. Now, this final joint post-measurement state of the
gebras of a quantity algebra can also be used in characterizing subsystems of
the target system. Tensor product represents an interactive ‘conjunction’ of
quantities.

‘system + instrument’ bipartite system determines a unique
state Et A 1 f of the measuring instrument M(
by
 f ), specified

the following simple restriction operation: Et A 1 f (v) =d f
Et (1 ⊗ v) for all instrument quantities v. And the ‘reduced’
instrument state in turn determines the (expected) value of the
pointer quantity 1 f , interpreted as the final outcome of measuring quantity f . We shall return to this matter in Section 4,
where it will be more adequately discussed in the language of
information channels.
We round off the present subsection with a brief remark
about tensor products of data lattices. Suppose we have a natural system S with measurand f and a measuring instrument
M( f ) chosen for its measurement, characterized by the respective quantity algebras AS and AM( f ) . We already know
that the description of the compound system S + M( f ) is
accomplished by the tensor product quantity algebra AS ⊗
AM( f ) . Here the basic result is the associated data lattice isomorphism law
LS+M( f ) ∼
= LS ⊗ LM( f ) ,
stating that the data lattice associated with the compound system S + M( f ) is lattice isomorphic to the tensor product of the
system’s data lattice and the measuring instrument’s data lattice.30 As in the case of the underlying quantity algebras, the
lattices LS and LM( f ) are naturally embedded into their tensor
product lattice. In particular, a pair of elementary propositions
f ≏ c (about the system S) and 1 f A B (about the instrument M( f )) is mapped to the simple tensor product proposition f ≏ c ⊗ 1 f A B (thought of as a joint proposition)
of the bipartite system. We can now analyze the deterministic relationship between a measurand f having the value c at
a given time and its pointer quantity 1 f responding with a
determined value in a Borel set Bc in terms of implications of
the form
( f ≏ c) ⊗ ⊤ =⇒ ⊤ ⊗ ( 1 f A Bc )
in the tensor data lattice LS ⊗ LM( f ) , where ⊤ denotes the
unit element in constituent data lattices. In a law-like manner, this forward relationship links an unknown precise equational item of information about the system’s measurand f to
a generally less precise item of information about the instrument’s pointer quantity 1 f , expressing some form of approximation. To obtain information about the measurand’s actual
value from the value of its pointer quantity, experimenters
must resort to certain inverse methods of estimation. This
is not a problem in Bayesian approaches, because
 in state E
the conditional probability PE 1 f A Bc | f ≏ c is intimately

linked to its ‘causal converse’ PE f ≏ c | 1 f A Bc by the
Bayes theorem.
30 The notion of a tensor product of two lattices parellels that of Banach
algebras. It is based on a lattice bihomomorphism ⊗ : LS × LM( f ) −→
LS ⊗ LM( f ) that assigns to pairs (Φ, Ψ) of propositions in the Cartesian
product lattice their tensor product Φ ⊗ Ψ proposition in such a way that the
usual distributive laws (Φ ∨ Ψ) ⊗ Θ = (Φ ⊗ Θ) ∨ (Ψ ⊗ Θ) and Θ⊗(Φ∨Ψ) =
(Θ ⊗ Φ) ∨ (Θ ⊗ Ψ) hold for the join operation ∨, and likewise for the meet
operation ∧.
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Since in von Neumann algebra settings of quantity algebras the characteristic functions of the form 1J f ≏cK or 1JgABK
are two-valued quantities (and so is their tensor product
1J f ≏cK ⊗ 1JgABK = 1J f ≏cK×JgABK ), data lattices of propositions
can be identified with the quantity algebra’s lattice of twovalued quantities. The details are omitted since we will not
need them.

2.5. Temporal evolution of quantities in dynamical systems
In the absence of a time structure, quantity algebras are appropriate for static measurements, such as measuring the diameter of a shaft with a micrometer. However, in the case of
quantity algebras of temporally varying quantities and in their
continuous measurements (in which information is continually extracted from the system about the measurand), there is
a need for an important additional structure, namely, the algebra’s temporal dynamics that tells us how quantities change
from an earlier time to a later time and how measurement
information varies. Mathematically, we are provided with a
one-parameter family of maps dt : A −→ A from the representing Banach algebra A to itself, called the target system’s time-indexed dynamical transition maps (where the indexing variable t takes its values in a time monoid hT, 0, +i,
which is usually either the additive monoid of non-negative
reals hR+ , 0, +i or the monoid of natural numbers hN, 0, +i),
satisfying the following so-called monoid-action laws for all
t,t ′ ∈ T and for all quantities f and g in A:
(i) Banach algebra endomorphism requirements:
(a) dt (1) = 1,

it is suggestively denoted by T y A. This concept will be
d

used extensively throughout this paper in representing natural
time-dependent systems. As an aside, we mention that several additional dynamical algebra structures become available
upon passing from time domains to spatial, spacetime or other
parameterizing domains, arising, for example, in the context
of systems described by partial differential equations.
Transition maps on quantities are often determined by the
target system’s underlying laws of motion. Classically, the
target system’s time evolution is given by an ordinary differential equation of the form ddtx = F(x) (satisfying the Lipschitz existence condition), in which the unknown quantity is
represented by a state-valued function (describing a signal)
x : T −→ X such that its value x(t) encodes the system’s deterministic state at time t. We know that the general solution
of the equation above involves an arbitrary constant x0 , determined by the equation’s initial condition. Since solutions
depend both on the time parameter t and an initial value x0 , we
can represent all of them by a single jointly continuous transition map δ : T × X −→ X , satisfying the following continuous monoid-action properties for all time instants t,t ′ ∈ T
and for all states x in X :
(i) Identity property: δ (0, x) = x, and
(ii) Group property: δ (t, δ (t ′ , x)) = δ (t + t ′ , x).
As in the case of dynamical Banach algebras, a monoid
time-domain T acting on a topological state space X , specified by a jointly continuous transition map δ satisfying the
monoid-action properties listed above, defines a (deterministic) topological dynamical model, denoted T y X . Our inδ

(b) dt ( f + g) = dt ( f ) + dt (g), and
(c) dt ( f • g) = dt ( f ) • dt (g).31
(ii) Identity: d0 = IA .
(iii) Monoid action: dt ◦ dt ′ = dt+t ′ .

The one-parameter family dt t∈T of dynamical transition
maps defined above represents the target system’s irreversible
(dissipative) deterministic temporal dynamics. In more detail, the transition map dt specifies the temporal evolution of
quantities by sending a given quantity f0 considered at time
t = 0 to the quantity ft =d f dt ( f0 ) considered at time t that
evolved from f0 in a dimensionally homogeneous manner.
A Banach
algebra A equipped with a one-parameter family

dt t∈T of dynamical transition maps, which encodes the irreversible action of a time monoid T on the algebra A, is
called a T-dynamical Banach algebra or simply a dynamical Banach algebra (when the time domain is clear from the
context), and in view of the time monoid-action on quantities,
31 As is obvious from the linearity requirement, the dynamical evolution
of a quantity in essence means a temporal change of its values. As for the
temporal evolution of product quantities, they vary in accordance with the
temporal changes in their factors. Of course, the unit quantity never changes
its value.

terest in topological dynamical models is motivated by their
Gelfand-style relationship to dynamical Banach algebras.
Specifically, the foregoing jointly continuous transition map
δ on the state space X induces a unique family of dynamical
transition maps of the form dt : C(X ) −→ C(X ) on the Banach algebra C(X ) of continuous real-valued functions
 on
X , defined by dt (g0 ) =d f gt , where gt (x) = g0 δ (t, x) for
all x.
There is also an induced (dual) dynamics on states,
having the form
of affine (convex) endomorphisms

dt∗ : S C(X ) −→ S C(X )
on probabilistic states
(preserving their convex combinations), defined by the composition dt∗ (E ) = E ◦ dt for all states E . Under this dynamics,
a state Et at time t evolves into the state Et+t ′ = dt∗′ (Et )
for all t ′ ≥ 0. Importantly, this dynamics induces in turn
a dynamics on the space S ex (A) of extremal expectation
functionals (representing deterministic states), so that by the
Riesz representation theorem we are permitted to return to
the topological dynamics δ (t, ·) : X −→ X we have started
from. This implies that we may work, as convenient, in a geometric setting with topological dynamical models of the form
T y X or in an algebraic framework with corresponding
δ

dynamical Banach algebras of the form T y C(X ). The fact
d

that a modeler deals with the dynamics on the probabilistic
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state space S C(X ) rather than on the deterministic state
space X is directly related to his or her ignorance about the
target system’s precise initial state.
Of central importance is the construction of tensor products
of dynamical Banach algebras. As we shall see, the tensor
product


T y AS ⊗ T y′ AS′ = T y′ AS ⊗ AS′
d

d

d;d

of dynamical Banach algebras T y AS and T y′ AS′ is the
d

d

cornerstone of the algebraic model of measurement coupling
between a time-varying target system S and a measuring instrument S′ . As expected, the transition map d;d′ on the
tensor product AS ⊗ AS′ algebra is given by the tensor product d ⊗ d′ of constituent transitions. Later on, we shall be
discussing several applications of tensor product quantity algebras. At this stage, however, we briefly mention just one,
touched upon earlier.
Algebraic approaches to measurement error usually rely
on a comparison of the measurand’s f actual values with the
measured values of its associated pointer quantity 1 f . However, since f is an element of the target system’s quantity
algebra AS and its pointer quantity 1 f belongs to the instrument’s algebra AM( f ) designed to measure f , no straightforward comparison makes mathematical sense. Nevertheless
upon passing to the measurement dynamics

large variety of measurement processes under a common conceptual umbrella, we now consider an automorphism
m∗ :

S N(ℓ) ⊗ N(ℓε ) −→ S N(ℓ) ⊗ N(ℓε ) that models the
passage from a pre-measurement state Dλ ⊗ D0 (when the
flagpole and yardstick were not yet engaged in any act of measurement) to a post-measurement state Dλ ⊗Dℜε (λ ) (when the
measurement is complete and ready for readout). Obviously,
we set m∗ (Dλ ⊗ D0 ) =d f Dλ ⊗ Dℜε (λ ) for all length values λ
in [0, L].32
A fundamental algebraic feature of interactive instrumentbased measurements is captured by the commutative diagram


m∗
S N(ℓ) ⊗ N(ℓε ) −−−−→ S N(ℓ) ⊗ N(ℓε )

x
 ∗

J∗ 
yR


M∗
S N(ℓ)
−−−−−→
S N(ℓε )

in which the flagpole’s initial
 (pre-measurement, deterministic) state Dλ ∈ S N(ℓ) encodes its unknown objective
length λ , mapped by J to the tensor state Dλ ⊗ D0 that includes the yardstick’s ‘null’ or ‘reference’ state D0 . As we
have already remarked, in mirroring the length measurement
procedure, the endomorphism m∗ maps the unknown initial
state to the final joint state Dλ ⊗ Dℜε (λ ) that retains the flagpole’s length unchanged. However, it appropriately modifies
the yardstick’s readout state. An important final step is the
extraction of the measuring instrument’s known state from the
m
joint state. As explained above, this is accomplished by the reAS ⊗ A 1 f −−−−t−→ AS ⊗ A 1 f
striction map R∗ (emulating the assignment of marginal
prob
on the tensor product algebra AS ⊗ AM( f ) , the much needed ability measures), defined by R∗ Dλ ⊗ Dℜε (λ ) = Dℜε (λ ) . It
comparison is readily expressed by the tensorial measurement is elementary to check that the measurement model (formally
error quantity
a quantity channel) M∗ , introduced in Subsection 2.3, is now
1⊗ 1 ft − f0 ⊗ 1
specified by the composition M∗ = R∗ ◦ m∗ ◦ J∗ , obtained
in AS ⊗ AM( f ) , given by the difference between the tempo- from the diagram above. As we shall see, upon approprirally evolved pointer quantity 1 ft under dynamics mt at time ately changing the dynamics, the foregoing diagram automatinstant t > 0 immediately following the termination of mea- ically carries over to other vastly more involved interactive
surement and the measurand f0 at the pre-measurement time instrument-based measurement processes. But first, before we
instant t = 0, immediately preceding the act of measurement. embark on a channel-theoretic approach to measurement, we
Unfortunately, because the actual value of the measurand f0 outline a few concepts from discretization theory, which are
cannot be known exactly, it is usually replaced with an opera- needed for the presentation of various measurement models.
tionalized value, that can (at least in principle) be obtained by
3. C ONTINUUM AND DISCRETE MODELS OF MEASURING
the most accurate measurement method.
SYSTEMS
Several important classical measurement processes can
now be put into the above dynamical Banach or von Neumann
algebra framework. As a simple application of tensor prod- In pursuits of powerful technical results under well-chosen
ucts, we now take up the example of length measurement, dis- tractability and complexity constraints, most advanced mathcussed in some detail in Subsection 2.3. Recall that in model- ematical models of natural dynamical systems rely on the asing the measurement a flagpole’s length, using a yardstick as sumption that their underlying domains of time, space and
our designated measuring tool, we relied on von Neumann al- states are furnished with the structure of a topological conn
gebras N(ℓ) and N(ℓε ), finitely generated by the length quan- tinuum, locally homeomorphic to R for some n ≥ 1 or to
tity ℓ and its associated pointer quantity ℓε , respectively. To
32 Since this is a trivial temporal evolution, from an off moment of meaobtain a workable model of the pertinent measurement proce- surement to the completed on moment, the time monoid T is given by the
dure, it became necessary to
state two element {0, 1} = Z/2 cyclic group, so that m∗1 = m∗ and m∗0 = identity.
 pass to the corresponding

Under this representation, static measurement can be viewed as a degenerate
space frameworks S N(ℓ) and S N(ℓε ) .
case of interactive dynamical measurement. Because probabilistic states are
To understand the flagpole-yardstick measurement inter- convex superpositions of deterministic states represented by Dirac probability
action better and in order to bring our reasoning about a measures, extension to more general states is essentially routine.
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its compactified variants under the natural topology. In the
literature on mathematical modeling it is rarely noticed that
this ontologically driven structural assumption about mathematical models of dynamical systems is at odds with a crucial epistemic finiteness condition, capturing the finiteness of
all physical resources (manifested in available time, memory,
laboratory size, measurement, etc.), necessary for the acquisition, transmission and storage of information pertaining to
the target system’s quantities. It becomes immediately obvious that any geometric point chosen at random from any of the
continuum domains of mathematical models will have, with
Lebesgue probability measure equal to one, at least one (nonalgebraic) transcendental coordinate that no normal measurement process can ever identify with absolute accuracy. Models framed in this way raise challenging questions about the
empirical relevance of ideal geometric points. Clearly, a measuring instrument designed to measure a quantity f with a
continuum value space Val( f ) will need a continuum state
space for a perfect measurement of each value of f . However, since such an instrument can only display a finite measurement outcome in finite time, the result will at best be a
small rational number. A major conceptual issue in the theory of mathematical modeling of natural dynamical systems
is bridging the gap between ontologically motivated continuum models and epistemically necessitated discrete models
encountered in computation and measurement.

tion of state spaces turns out to be dual to the discretization of
Banach algebras of quantities. Since von Neumann algebras
abstract away all continuity and smoothness properties, they
serve the objectives of discretization particularly well.
Returning to the general situation, given a target system’s
measurand f with a continuum value space Val( f ), the reading scale of an ideal instrument for pointer
quantity 1 f is also

a continuum, captured by Val 1 f . However, the epistemic
finiteness condition tells us that a normal measuring instrument’s pointer module can only have a finite number of detectable states and that the measurement outcome associated
with a pointer module state is bound to be a rational number.
Thus, in an attempt to read and record the value of 1 f , the
experimenter has no choice but divide its value space into tiny
intervals and then decide which interval actually contains the
measured value. In this way, the reading scale of a normal
instrument determines only a discrete, coarse-grained version
of 1 f , denoted by 1 ε f and called a discretization of pointer
quantity 1 f with discretization parameter (level of resolution) ε . Simply, the mathematical continuum of an ideal measuring instrument dial is observationally accessible only in its
discretized form.
Thus, we can conclude that researchers must distinguish
between ontologically driven mathematical representations of
target systems in the form of parent continuum models on one
side, and prediction- and measurement-based tools in the form
In this section we introduce the notion of discretization of descent discrete models on the other side. These distincof continuum dynamical models and study the relationships tions are intimately related to the notion of model validation.
between a given so-called parent continuum model and its This brings us to a brief review of basic discretization methdescent (offspring) discrete models, constructed by suitable ods of time domains, state spaces and quantity algebras. We
discretization methods in the ambience of measurement pro- begin by describing the passage from continuum-time dynamcesses and prediction. We start by considering a continuum ical models to discrete-time dynamical models.
model representing a natural dynamical system. This setting is general enough to accommodate the characterization 3.1. Temporal discretization of continuum dynamical models
of measured and measuring systems. Next, we show how to
discretize the model’s underlying time domain, state space, From the standpoint of physical measurement, most (if not
and dynamics thereon. Of course, these ingredients can be all) time instants are inherently beyond precise observation.
discretized in different ways, using different time steps and Likewise, from the standpoint of computer analysis, the ideal
spatial mesh sizes. The resulting descent discrete models will elements of classical spaces (based on a continuum) are acin general be quite different and will approximate the parent cessible only partially in terms of finitary approximations.
continuum model in different ways. The opposition between Therefore, for purposes of measurement and numerical analcontinuum and discrete models is not a challenging problem ysis, the continuum-time domain hT, 0, +i, henceforth asas long as they agree asymptotically or in the limit in the sense sumed to be homeomorphic to the monoid hR , 0, +i of non+
that a given sequence of descent discrete models rapidly ap- negative reals, has to be replaced by a family of informationproaches its parent continuum model as the discretization pa- theoretically tractable discrete-time monoids hτ N, 0, +i with
rameter goes to zero, so that the former can be used as a more a suitable time-step (sampling) parameter τ > 0, where τ N =
or less crude approximation of the latter. Unfortunately, as we {0, τ , 2τ , · · · } is a submonoid of R , comprised of discrete
+
shall see, there are many kinds of limits to consider and most time-steps (i.e., integer multiples of tau, measured in milof them fail to bring the epistemic and ontological perspec- liseconds, minutes, days, etc.), determined by experimental
tives together. Discretizing smooth and continuum models is sampling regimes.
considerably more subtle than what one may initially think.
Clearly, to extract a workable finitary information from a
As we have already indicated, continuum dynamical models parent continuum-time dynamical model R yX of a target
+
δ
provide a perfect ambience in which the concept of Gelfand
system about its phase portrait, some form of time domain
duality between topological dynamical models and dynamical
discretization is necessary.33
Banach algebras operates successfully, and this is also true in
33 Recall that even in classical systems science, solutions of (nonlinear) difthe framework of their discretization. For example, discretiza152
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Quite simply, the τ -time discretization of a parent Nevertheless, their empirical interpretations usually overlap
continuum-time dynamical model R+ y X is defined by the or are closely related.
δ
Since time discretization does not seem to be a serious techtime domain restriction
nical problem, in what follows, we shall tacitly assume that it
has already been completed and we shall focus exclusively
= τN y X ,
(R+ y X )
τN d f
δ
δτ
on discrete-time (smooth, topological, etc.) deterministic dyof R to τ N, where δ (τ k, x) = δ (τ k, x) for all natural namical models.
+

τ

df

numbers k and states x in X . Clearly, when a continuous
time function is sampled in discrete time-steps τ , 2τ , 3τ , · · · ,
in general, there will be a loss of information that depends on
the size of the time-step. In applications, it is important to
identify sufficiently good discrete-time approximations of the
parent continuum-time model’s trajectories and other dynamical objects. As a matter of further interest, it is easily verified that there is a transformation on models that transforms
each parent continuum-time dynamical model R+ y X into

3.2. Spatial discretization of continuum dynamical models

When a system of differential equations is nonlinear, it will
in general be impossible to solve its equations analytically.
Computer solutions inevitably bring in the effects of finiteness, round-off, and other truncation operations that can
sometimes be very drastic, making the comparisons of computed and ‘true’ solutions questionable. In a top-down anδ
alytic setting, typical in engineering modeling, model conits discrete-time variant τ N y X with a positive time-step
struction in the form of equations proceeds in two interleaved
δτ
parameter τ . Importantly, note that the overall intended inter- phases. First, a system of (differential, difference, etc.) equapretation now spreads over two distinct universes of models, tions is derived or determined in some analytic form. Then,
namely, the world of parent continuum-time dynamical mod- second, its parameter (coefficient) values are estimated from
els and that of descent discrete-time dynamical models.
available measurement data. If the equations are incorrect, no
For example, in the familiar continuum dynamical model of coefficient values can make the solutions’ predictions match
a simple pendulum, the temporal (and spatial) discretization the target system’s measurement data. Simply, the equaof smooth trajectories, having the geometric form of ellipses, tions will have to be revised (e.g., by passing from linear to
results in discrete ellipses, as shown in Figure 3 below, where quadratic equations). In general, these activities are not perthe discreteness is controlled by the size of the time-step τ :
formed in the world of continuum models. However, upon
passing to the solution spaces of differential (difference) equations, we obtain a rigorous universal basis for state space discretization.
Given a temporally discretized variant τ N y X of a topoδτ

logical dynamical model R+ y X , where X is a compact
δ

subset of Rn (for some n ≥ 1), in the simplest situation the
associated (descent) discrete state space Xε is defined by an
n-dimensional countable lattice (grid) Xε = (ε Z)n ∩ X of
homogeneously spaced vectors with a positive space-step ε in
all n directions, serving as centers of an n-dimensional mesh
of cells (squares, cubes, hypercubes or n-cubes in general)
Fig. 3 Temporally discretized elliptical trajectories using two of uniform size ε .34 In this way, finitary information about
different time steps in a 2-dimensional Cartesian state space the continuum model’s topological state space X (and assoA possible close fit between a parent continuum-time dynam- ciated phase portrait) is extracted by identifying the pertinent
ical model and its associated sequence of (descent) tempo- cells in which the ideal elements of X are presumed to lie.
rally discretized dynamical models is established by an iso- Since the cell size and the number of cells have a direct beara
morphism between the parent model and the inverse limit of ing on computational costs, investigators prefer to choose
′ of
X
relatively
small
continuum
dynamical
submodel
R
y
+
the chosen sequence of descent discrete-time dynamical modδ
els, as the positive time-step τ parameter approaches zero. It the continuum parent model R+ y X on a (compact) subδ
is important to bear in mind that a parent continuum-time dy- space X ′ of X – dictated by importance and interest – and
namical model R+ yX cannot be directly linked to any of its proceed to study its localized phase portrait. In this case the
δ
descent discrete-time dynamical models of the form τ N yX , submodel’s descent discrete space is finite. To identify the
δ
because these models belong to entirely different categories. overall dynamics and soundness of the parent model, several
special submodels of R+ yX are investigated.
δ
ferential equations often prompt approximations by discrete-time difference
There are many ways to construct a cell structure over the
equations. Furthermore, the solutions of analytically given differential equations are usually meant to refer to the underlying ‘reality’ of target system
behaviors, and the associated discretized variants are introduced to capture
that ‘reality’ in an (approximate) epistemically accessible manner.

34 Here
and below we
{. . . , −2ε , −ε , 0, ε , 2ε , . . .}.
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underlying state space of a continuum dynamical model.35
For example, suppose the parent continuum dynamical model
represents the behavior of a simple pendulum and the investigator’s main interest is in the verification of one of its elliptical trajectories (forming a period-one cycle), specified
by some initial state and a parameter value. For this purpose, it suffices to confine the parent continuum model’s
state space to a smaller two-dimensional rectangular (compact) subspace X ⊂ R2 of position-velocity points, say, X =
[−L, L] × [−L′ , L′ ]. The subspace X together with its homogeneous grid of size ε = 0.25 inches is illustrated in Figure 4
below.
In approximating the elliptical trajectory by a discretization
algorithm, the investigator is confronted with the problem of
deciding on a mesh, assessing the quality of approximation
with that mesh, and then adjusting or refining it as needed.
Each chosen positive space-step ε determines a unique ε -cell
n
ε
ε
ε
εo
,
&
≤ x2 <
ε =d f (x1 , x2 ) − ≤ x1 <
2
2
2
2

size ε ′ < ε ) on the right. The empty circles illustrate measurement results from validation experiments, important in
evaluating the discrepancy between predicted and measured
quantity values, specifying states.
Next, we need an ε -discretization map ℜε : X −→ Xε
that sends each state x in the continuum state space X to its
nearest discrete state ℜε (x) in the associated discretized state
space Xε . In general, the structural ingredients of a descent
spatially discretized model of the parent continuum dynamical model τ N yX of interest are defined as follows:
δ

(i) Discretized state space: For a given (usually small)
space-step (grid size, mesh or lattice spacing) ε > 0 we
define the ε -grid or ε -discretization (n-dimensional ε lattice) of the parent state space X ⊂ Rn as the set
Xε =d f X ∩ (ε Z)n .
As signalled above, the descent spatially discretized state
space Xε comes with its projective discretization map
ℜε : X −→ Xε , defined by ℜε (x) =d f (ε p, ε v) with x ∈
ε ,(p,v) for all x in X . We have already indicated that
the discretization (round-off) map sends each state x in
the parent continuum model’s state space X to a unique
point in its ε -integer lattice subspace Xε that is closest
to it. Naturally enough (in accordance with a computer
discretization procedure), each point is ‘rounded off’ by
its approximant in the integer lattice. This is how the investigator obtains information about the parent model’s
states or more generally about the phase portrait’s trajectories and other dynamical objects. In the reverse direction we have the dual injective dediscretization map
ℑε : Xε −→ X satisfying ℜε ◦ ℑε = IXε .

which is geometrically a half-open square of size ε × ε , centered in the origin of the subspace X ⊂ R2 . This cell can be
moved anywhere in the state space X by translation. For instance, the cell defined by ε ,(p,v) =d f (ε p, ε v) + ε , which
is easily seen to be equal to the square

1
1
(x1 , x2 ) (p − )ε ≤ x1 < (p + )ε
2
2

1
1
& (v − )ε ≤ x2 < (v + )ε ,
2
2
is centered in the lattice point (ε p, ε v) of ε Z × ε Z. For
concreteness, let Xε be the set of lattice points of the form
(ε p, ε v) in (ε Z × ε Z) ∩ ([−L, L] × [−L′ , L′ ]).

(ii) Discretized dynamics: Given a continuum-space dynamics δ : τ N × X −→ X , its discretized transition map
δε : τ N × Xε −→ Xε is defined by the base diagram

dx
dt

δ (1,·)

X −−−−−−→
x

ℑε 

bc
bc

bc

bc

bc
bc

δε (1,·)

x

X


yℜε

Xε −−−−−−−→ Xε

bc

and then extended to all discrete
time steps by iterations

δε (n + 1, x) = δε n, δε (1, x) for all n and x.

bc

It is easy to verify that in the case of the pendulum example discussed above we have



δε 1, (ε p, ε v) = ℜε δ 1, (ε p, ε v) ,

Fig. 4 Refinement of state space discretizations
In Figure 4, cells are displayed using two different mesh
sizes: larger (mesh size ε ) on the left and more refined (mesh

specifying a map δε (1, ·) : Xε −→ Xε that is quickly
extended to all discrete time instants by iteration.

35 In

the case of abstract topological state spaces X the starting point is a
coarse graining in the form of a (measurable, open, etc.) partition (covering,
tessellation) that induces an equivalence relation on X . Then the representative points (nerves) of the corresponding abstraction classes determine a discrete set of points, giving a locally ‘averaged’ information about the points in
X . In this general setting, a major problem is that these types of equivalence
relations fail to be dynamical congruence relations.

Given a descent spatially and temporally discretized dynamical model τ N y Xε of a continuum dynamical model τ N y
δτ ,ε

δ

X , stroboscopic measurement results of the pendulum’s positions and velocities at discretized times can be entered into
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the cell diagram, as shown in Figure 4, and make comparisons
with discretized trajectories, given by the parent continuum
dynamical model.
As in the case of temporal discretization, the success of spatial discretization depends on the behavior of (inverse) limits
of converging sequences of descent spatially discretized dynamical models, as ε goes to zero. Comparing spatial discretization with temporal discretization, we see that a major
technical problem in spatio-temporal discretization is the correct choice of a double limit, as the time step and mesh size
approach zero. Here the essential idea is to let the sequence of
spatial discretizations to be at least logarithmically far ahead
of the sequence of temporal discretizations, so as to allow the
dynamics of the latter to correctly converge to the continuum
parent model’s dynamics. (See [2] for a more detailed discussion of why the succession of temporal vs. spatial discretizations can not be interchanged.)
Because the parent continuum dynamical model’s states are
not observable directly, they must be identified indirectly in
terms of (smooth, continuous, measurable, etc.) quantities,
whose values are obtained via measurement. Thus, we also
need to look at approximating rational-valued functions of the
form fε : Xε −→ Q that are extendable by extrapolation to
functions f¯ε : X −→ R on the entire state space X . The details are investigated further in the next subsection, where we
consider Genfand representation in the context of discretization theory.
Every elliptical trajectory in the pendulum dynamical
model is reconstructed from a discrete trajectory of a descent
discrete model via subsequent refinement, as illustrated in
Figure 5.
dx
dt

the descent discretized dynamical model will generate a variety of discretization-dependent spurious and ‘phantom’ dynamical regimes (periodic orbits, fixed points, etc.) and other
artifacts that do not correspond to any behavior present in the
parent model. The investigators need to recognize that descent discrete dynamical models are radically different models that may approximate their parent model in some circumstances, but nevertheless they tend to possess properties (e.g.,
degrees of freedom) and structure that are patently inconsistent with those instantiated by the parent model. The difficulty
has to do with the fact that discretization algorithms usually
break the parent continuum dynamical model’s infinitesimal
symmetries, invariant under smooth or continuous dynamical
isomorphisms. This problem would not matter too much, if
one had a well-defined way of taking the limit of a descent sequence of discretized dynamical models – in which state space
and time discretizations go to zero – that would ensure not
only a gradual disappearance of inconsistencies (manifested
by spurious regimes) but also a total reconstruction of the parent continuum model, modulo dynamical isomorphism. Unfortunately, presently there are no known general necessary
and sufficient conditions for the existence of a limit of a descent sequence of discretized dynamical models that faithfully
reproduces the parent dynamical model.

3.3. Algebraic discretization
Throughout this work we have emphasized the fact that experimenters do not have direct access to the states of their target
dynamical systems. To obtain a workable model, it is necessary to characterize the states indirectly, in terms of certain
observable quantities, so that instead of observing a state encoded by a point x ∈ X of a representing dynamical model
τ N y X , experimenters measure the values of smooth, conδ

tinuous, or measurable observables of the form f : X −→ R
in state x, sufficient to generate informative data propositions
about x.
As a prelude to algebraic discretization, recall that in a
topological setting each (discrete-time) continuum dynamical
model τ N y X comes with its associated dynamical Banach

x

δ

algebra model τ N y C(X ), where C(X ) denotes the Baδ∗

nach algebra of all continuous real-valued functions on the
underlying state space X of τ N y X (interpreted as the

Fig. 5 Discretizing a smooth pendulum trajectory

δ

target system’s algebra of continuous quantities), and the induced linear (dynamical) transition map δ ∗ : τ N × C(X ) −→
δτ ,ε
C(X ) is defined by δ ∗ (τ k, f ) =d f g with g(x) = f δ (τ k, x)
ent dynamical model τ N y X . As alluded to earlier, dy- for all x. The topology in the algebra C(X ) is obtained from
δ
namicists are interested in the asymptotic behavior of the dis- the uniform norm k f k =d f supx∈X | f (x)|.
cretized dynamical model τ N y Xε , as the mesh size ε goes
The same algebraicizing idea works also in the universe dyδτ ,ε
to zero. It is well known that discretized models even with namical von Neumann algebras. Specifically, to each meatiny mesh sizes ε are not very helpful deterministically, since surable dynamical model τ N y (X , F , P) (where P is usuδ
the correlation between the behavior of the discretized models ally the Lebesgue probability measure on X ) there corτ N y Xε (with varying ε ) and that of the parent continuum responds a unique dynamical von Neumann algebra model
δτ ,ε

dynamical model τ N y X is usually very weak. Concretely, τ N y L∞ (X , F , P), EP such that
In this manner, we obtain a descent spatially discretized
dynamical model τ N y Xε (with space-step ε ) of the par-

δ∗

δ
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(i) L∞ (X , F , P) is the von Neumann algebra of essentially tion/dediscretization relations
bounded real-valued measurable functions on state space
ℜε
X , modulo probability measure
−
C(X ) −
 P zero, with its induced
←
−−
−−
−−
−−
−→
− C(Xε )
state EP in S L∞ (X , F , P) , and
ℑε
ℜ

ε
−
(ii) the transition map δ ∗ : τ N × L∞ (X , F , P) −→
L∞ (X , F , P) −
←
−−
−−
−−
−−
−→
− L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε )
∗
ℑ
ε
L∞ (X , F, P) is defined as before, by [δ (τ k, f )](x) =
f δ (τ k, x) for all x, where f ∈ L∞ (X , F , P). Imporsatisfies the definitions of a channel and cochannel, respectantly, δ ∗ preserves the probabilistic state EP , i.e., we
tively, so that, in particular, the map
∗
have EP ◦ δ (τ k, ·) = EP for all discrete times τ k in τ N.
 ℑ∗ε

S L∞ (X , F , P) −−−−
−→ S L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε )
Thanks to Gelfand and Riesz representation theorems, there
is also a reverse construction that transforms algebraic dynam- is a channel. Since the treatment of discretization works best
ical models back into topological or measurable dynamical in von Neumann algebra settings, we shall devote the rest of
models. There are several other important relations between this subsection to the study of discretization of measurable
topological (or measurable) dynamical models and algebraic quantities.
dynamical models, but in this subsection we shall focus only
In the case of von Neumann dynamical models, the
on the problem of algebraic discretization.
discretization map ℜε : L∞ (X , F , P) −→ L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε )
In particular, we recall the ever-present pair of projective sends each quantity f to its average on the associated cell of
discretization and injective dediscretization maps between a each lattice state in Xε . By way of illustration, we return to
given continuum parent dynamical model and its descent spa- the pendulum example discussed in the previous subsection
tially ε -discretized dynamical model
and for each measurable quantity f we set

ℜ

ℜε ( f ) =d f fε : Xε −→ R,

ε
−
(τ N y X ) −
←
−−
−−
−−
−−
−→
− (τ N y Xε ),

δ

ℑε

δε

´to be a discrete function specified by fε (ε p, ε v) =d f
ε ,(p,v) f (x) P(dx). As indicated earlier, at each discrete point
(ε pε v), the value of function fε is obtained by the average of
f on the cell determined by the point. It is easy to check that
ℜε is a linear positive unital map. Now, since the discretized
quantity fε of f remains real-valued, its measurements discretize its values by a suitable value round-off operation on
Val( f ).
The dediscretization map ℑε : L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε ) −→
L∞ (X , F ε , P) is defined by a cellwise interpolation of each
discrete quantity. That is to say, each measurable quantity
ℑε ( fε ) = f is obtained by setting f (x) =d f fε (ε ,(p,v) ), where
ε ,(p,v) is a cell in Xε containing x. Of course, there are several other choices. The goal of algebraic discretization is to
find a convenient discretization-dediscretization pair (ℜε , ℑε )
such that
lim kℑε ◦ ℜε (u) − uk∞ = 0

discussed in the previous subsection. Note that because for
compact spaces X the set Xε is a finite discrete (lattice,
grid) state space with spacing ε > 0, the associated Banach
algebra C(Xε ) is finite-dimensional, comprised of vectors
or diagonal matrices of dimension |Xε |, and likewise for
L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε ) (where Pε is specified by the Lebesgue probability of ε -cells). Regarding the empirical interpretation of
‘observables’ in C(Xε ), we may assume that they are evaluated on Xε in terms of dial readings on appropriate measuring
instruments, interacting with the target system. The values
of discretized quantities in a descent von Neumann algebra
model L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε ) can given by the averages of corresponding parent dynamical model quantities over Xε -cells.
Having reached this stage, we can now consider ways of lifting the discretization ℜε and dediscretization ℑε maps from
topological models to their Gelfand-given algebraic counterε →0
parts ℜε : C(X ) −→ C(Xε ) and ℑε : C(Xε ) −→ C(X ), respectively. It should be clear that this ‘lifting procedure’ may holds for all quantities u in L∞ (X , F ε , P) and the diagram
be rephrased also in terms of von Neumann algebras.
dτ k
As we have already remarked in Subsection 3.2, the main
L∞ (X , F ε , P) −−−−
−→ L∞ (X , F ε , P)

x
obstruction to providing workable algebraic discretization


ℜε y
 ℑε
schemes lies in finding convenient discretization and dediscretization maps that support an asymptotic or limit corredετ k
spondence between the continuum algebraic model τ N y
−→ L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε )
L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε ) −−−−
δ∗

C(X ) and its sequence of descent discretized algebraic mod- linking descent discretized dynamics with its parent continC(Xε ′ ), . . ., as their ordered se- uum dynamics commutes in the limit, meaning that the idenels τ N y∗ C(Xε ), τ N y
δε
δε∗′
quence ε > ε ′ > . . . of spacing parameters goes to zero. It tity
lim kℑε ◦ dετ k ◦ ℜ( f ) − dτ k ( f )k∞ = 0
turns out that the much-studied pair (ℜε , ℑε ) in the discretizaε →0
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holds for all quantities f and discrete time instants τ k. Intu- value read from the measuring instrument’s pointer module
itively, the foregoing requirement states that as a descent dis- will be found to be strongly correlated with the measurand’s
cretized dynamical model τ N y
L∞ (Xε , F ε , Pε ) becomes objective value, as it existed immediately prior to the act of
dετ k
measurement. In a successful measurement process, a comfiner and finer under gradually smaller choices of parameter bined initial ‘system + instrument’ state (consisting of the sysε , it will approximate the dynamical behavior of its parent tem’s unknown pre-measurement state and the instrument’s
L∞ (X , F , P) better and known initial ‘null position’ state) evolves into a unique corcontinuum dynamical model τ N y
dτε k
better, and in the limit, as ε goes to 0, the approximation will related (entangled) composite post-measurement state, determined by the joint ‘system + instrument’ physical dynamics.
be perfect, modulo probability measure zero.
In [3], Fabio Benatti and Valerio Cappellini have noted that A subsystem restriction of this joint state to the instrument
the foregoing limit of spatial discretization crucially depends completely determines the pointer quantity’s outcome, from
on the presence of a logarithmic time scale of temporal dis- which the measurand’s real value can then be reconstructed or
cretization. Concretely, in the ambience of a concrete dynam- estimated. Specifically, suppose the physical response of the
ical von Neumann algebra of measurable quantities on a two- measuring instrument is given by the direct model equation
f = £ ( f , . . . ), where f denotes the measurand and f stands
dimensional continuum torus state space they have shown that
for
the ‘response signal’.36 Now, the final outcome of meathe following double-limit theorem
surement, specified by the values of the instrument’s pointer
lim lim kdετ k ◦ ℜε (u) − ℜε ◦ dτ k (u)k∞ = 0
quantity 1 f – providing support for the measurand’s estiε →0 τ k→∞
1
mation
or reconstruction – is obtained from the values of the
τ k<log ε
response quantity f , using a variant of the calibration equaholds for all quantities u in the dynamical
von Neumann al- tion 1 f = £ ′ ( f , . . . ). Needless to add, the pointer quantity

2
gebra model Z y L∞ (C , Λ), EΛ , where C2 is the two- 1 f serves also as an interface between the instrument and a
δ∗
dimensional donut-shaped C × C torus space, Λ is the human observer.
In the spirit of the so-called Heisenberg picture (understood
Lebesgue probability measure on it and the dynamical tran∗
to
be a description of natural dynamical systems in terms of
sition map δ is specified by some simple equations.
Banach
or von Neuman algebras of quantities rather than in
Although the significance of the double limit result above
terms
of
probabilistic state spaces) suppose the target physiis smaller than a discretization specialist might have hoped, it
cal
system
S is described by a Banach (von Neumann) algebra
nevertheless indicates an important relationship between spaA
and
let
A 1 f be the Banach (von Neumann) algebra of the
S
tial and temporal discretizations. Informally, this remarkable
instrument’s
pointer module (designed to provide measureresult says that if the time evolution of the descent discretized
ment
outcomes
for measurand f , instantiated by the system
dynamical model is constrained by the exponential inequality
1
τ
k
S)
with
output
quantity
1 f.
of the form e < ε , stating that as long as the investigator
In
modeling
the
temporal
dynamics of the measurement
does not go too far into the future in making predictions – so
process,
the
modeler
must
come
up with a dynamical descripthat the necessary spatial discretization refinement by choosing a sufficiently small ε can be guaranteed – a suitable form tion of not only the (uncoupled) measured S and measuring
of commutativity between discretization and dynamics actu- M 1 f system, but also a complete description of their physially holds. One would hope for similar results to be valid for cal interaction during the measurement process that involves
general dynamical von Neumann algebras. The problem lies, an exchange of energy and directed information flow. Let
as hinted at earlier, in the correct choice of the pair (ℜε , ℑε ). us assume that the respective dynamical Banach (von Neumann) algebras of the independently prepared target system
and pointer module are T y AS and T y′ A 1 f .37 Finally, let
4. I NFORMATION CHANNEL PERSPECTIVE ON
d
d
the joint dynamics of the ‘system + instrument’ bipartite sysMEASUREMENT
tem (coupled together at time t = 0) be captured by the family
In this section we take up the discussion of the channel- of time-indexed transition maps of the form
theoretic approach to measurement, begun in Subsection 2.3.
m
As we observed there, measurement can conveniently be charAS ⊗ A 1 f −−−−t−→ AS ⊗ A 1 f ,
acterized in terms of channel-cochannel pairs, relating system
involving the systems’ energy quantities and energy flow.
and instrument quantity algebras.
Recall again that a classical measurement process involves Then, as indicated above, the compound system’s statistical
(i) a measurand of a physical system of interest with a definite
36 Note that here we deliberately use the lightning symbol
f to denote
but unknown value, and (ii) a correctly calibrated measuring the instrument’s internal response quantity as a reminder that in practice meinstrument (appropriately chosen for the measurand) – pre- diating quantities tend to be electrical or optical in nature, and the ellipsis
sumed to be dynamically coupled with the physical system in the law serves as a place-holder for unspecified auxiliary quantities. For
in many instruments the transducer comes with an additional input
for a certain period of time, until an (approximate) equilib- example,
quantity, capturing environmental interaction, bias, control or modulation.
37 As before, the transition map’s indexing domain T is a time monoid,
rium state is reached. Now, if the coupling and the resulting
physical interaction are of the proper kind, then the numerical usually isomorphic to the additive monoid hR+ , 0, +i of non-negative reals.
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state considered at time t = 0, encoded by E0 , evolves in accordance with the earlier defined dual (state) transition map
 m∗

S AS ⊗ A 1 f −−−−t −→ S AS ⊗ A 1 f ,

into a unique state at time
 t > 0, denoted by the expectation
functional Et = mt∗ E0 .
In more detail, during the interaction process, an unknown
pre-measurement system state E0 the experimenter wants to
learn about together with the instrument’s known ‘initial null’
state E f0 at time t = 0, specifying the input product state by
the affine lifting (extension) channel J∗ (E0 ) =d f E0 ⊗ E f0 .38 In
accordance with the dynamics of ‘system + instrument’ composite (determined by the physical laws of interaction), the
input product state evolves into a correlated compound state
Et = mt∗ E0 ⊗ E f0 considered at time instant t > 0. The last
step – as it should be apparent by now – is provided by the
so-called
restriction
channel R∗ , defined by the state restric

tion R(Et (v) = Et (1 ⊗ v) for any instrument quantity v in
A 1 f ( 1 f ).
At the root of interactive (instrument-based) measurement
processes is the following fundamental commutative square
(and its obvious dual):
S AS ⊗ A 1 f
x

J∗ 

S AS



m∗

t
−−−−
→ S AS ⊗ A 1 f

 ∗
yR
∗

M
−−−−t−→
S A1f



now well known, in practice the measurand (e.g., mass, temperature, energy, and so forth) of a target system can be measured in many distinct and competing ways, and with varying
degrees of accuracy, employing different physical methods
and principles, and yet, by and large, the resulting quantity
of information obtained about the target system in the corresponding measurement outcomes is, modulo some errors,
essentially the same. Thus, if what matters is only the transfer of information about the measurand from its instantiating
target system to the instrument’s pointer module, where it is
received in the form of the instrument’s pointer quantity value
to be read off later, and not the specific physical mechanism
underlying the measurement process, then it is more effective
to work with a considerably simpler channel-theoretic model
of measurement, based on quantity and state channels. In
information-theoretic frameworks it is completely irrelevant
which type of measuring instrument is used to perform a measurement and which physical laws are involved. This higherlevel (supervening) approach to measurement processes is extremely convenient, because it is relatively easy to transform
information between different types of physical carriers (such
as electric currents in wires, light pulses in optical fibers, and
so on). Furthermore, errors, perturbations and possible losses
of information occurring during transmission are also easily
tractable. The viewpoint we adopt next is to regard measurement as a transfer of information from the target system to the
measurand’s pointer module.39

As we have already seen, from the standpoint of algebraicanalytic measurement theory, the basic strategy is to represent
each step in a measurement process by a suitable channelUpon examining the diagram, we see that the system-tocochannel pair, in which the cochannel maps all quantities of
∗
instrument measurement channel Mt is specified by the coman input (source) system M (usually a measurement appara∗
∗
∗
∗
posite Mt =d f R ◦ mt ◦ J for all moments of time t.
tus), described by (say) a Banach algebra AM , to suitable esOne reason why instrument-based measurement theory aptimator quantities of an output (receiver) system S, in general
pears to be so complex is because it deals with structures at
represented by a different Banach algebra AS .
two distinct levels, one of which complements or supervenes
Our aim here is to model the measurement process channelon the other. Structures at the most fundamental level – entheoretically
(without invoking any details regarding the
joying a great deal of attention by physicists in view of being
physics
of
measurement
coupling), usually by a cochannel
essential to the physical understanding all classical measureM
which
maps
the
pointer
module’s measurement quantities
ment processes – are given by the underlying physical interin
A
to
those
quantities
in
the system’s algebra AS which
M
actions between the measured and measuring systems. In the
serve
as
optimal
estimators
for
the system’s quantities, given
pursuit of this ground level structure, measurement theorists
the
instrument’s
information
about
S embodied in the pointer
regularly take concepts from physics and systems theory, and
module
of
A
.
Each
cochannel
M
captures a particular way
M
apply them to various measuring instruments and measurein
which
a
measuring
system
encodes
information about the
ment processes. For us, this level requires least comment,
measured
system.
Conditionally
upon
the
results of continusince it has been covered already, based on [5].
ous
measurement,
a
cochannel
minimally
revises
and updates
The second level of structure is best seen in the formal ema
prior
quantitative
information
about
the
system’s
quantities.
bodiment of a functionalist view of measurement. As is by
38 A lifting channel of the form J∗ : A −→ A ⊗ A
S
S
1 f is said to be nondemolitionistfor thesystem state E (or E is invariant with respect to J∗ ) provided that J∗ (E ) (u ⊗ 1) = E (u) holds for all system quantities u. Nondemolitionist channels characterize measurement interactions that do not alter
the system’s initial state. We know that various measurement processes tend
to change the measured system. For example, active sensors (e.g, radars and
sonars) add energy to the ‘system + instrument’ environment as part of the
measurement process, and electrical instruments usually draw energy from
the measured system, causing a loading error. Most chemical measurements
damage or destroy at least part of the analyzed substance, and so forth.

39 Here we assume that information is not a concrete thing or substance that
is transported like furniture from one place to another; it is not part of the material contents of the world, located somewhere in space. Rather, information
is a fundamental theoretical entity (in the sense of Hans Reichenbach’s abstracta), representing that which is brought into existence by an information
source and required to be reproducible at the receiver end of a communication
channel, if the transmission is to be regarded as a success. Its roundabout description ‘that which is brought into existence’ is formally analyzed in terms
of (continuous, measurable, etc.) sequences of probabilistic states.
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4.1. Discrete measurement of angular positions of a physi- position measurement methods may be found in [9] and the
cal pendulum
references therein. Since we may know the response of this
stroboscopic measuring system without knowing the technical
There are at least three major categories of classical measure- details of its optical and electrical dynamics, we shall assume
ment. Historically, the earliest types of measurement were that the value space Val( 1 p) of pointer quantity 1 p (calithose based on the principle of direct comparison. We have brated in angular or length units) of p is a subset of discrete
already met some of these in Subsection 2.3 and called them points in C. This means that since the pendulum’s positions
static measurements. Indirect or interactive instrument-based are measured at discrete time instants stroboscopically with
measurements dominate modern measurement practices. As limited accuracy, we need a spatial discretization of the cirwell known, these measurements come in two major fla- cle group C of positions, specified by the discrete set C =
ε df
vors: discrete-time and continuous-time dynamical measure- ε N ∩ C = {0, ε , 2ε , · · · } of possible angular pendulum posiments. We shall have space to consider only one example of tions on a circle, where ε > 0 is a fixed discretization parama discrete-time dynamical measurement.
eter, chosen in arc or length units, e.g., one arc second or one
Suppose we wish to measure the angular positions of a sim- millimeter. We can now define the space-time parametrized
ple pendulum’s bob at various instants of time. We have al- discretization map ℜ : R × C −→ τ N × C as in Subsecτ ,ε
ε l
+
m
 t 1
ready seen in Subsection 2.1.1 that in the case of instrumentλ
1
·
tion
2.3,
by
setting
ℜ
(t,
θ
)
=
(
+
τ
,
+
τ
,
ε
d
f
τ
2
ε
2 · ε ).
based measurement of pendulum positions the starting point
is the Banach algebra A(p, v), generated by position p and Here the basic idea is to assign to each ideal angular position
value θ at a given ideal time point t the unique discrete posivelocity v quantities, and Gelfand-isomophic to the con
∼
tion that is closest to θ – measured stroboscopically – at the
crete Banach
algebra
of
observables
C
Val(p)
×
Val(v)
=


C Val(p) ⊗ C Val(v) . Since the value space Val(p) is equal discrete time nearest to t.
Moving on to the ‘system + instrument’ state dynamics
to the circle group C = R/2π Z of reals and Val(v) = [0,V ] for
some upper limit V of angular velocity that does not exceed
 mt∗

S C(C × [0,V ]) × Cε ) ,
S C(C × [0,V ]) × Cε ) −−−→
the speed of light, we quickly obtain our start-up dynamical
Banach algebra R+ y C(C) ⊗ C([0,V ]) (together with the note that because the pendulum’s state of motion is not afd
algebra isomorphism A(p, v) ∼
= C(C) ⊗ C([0,V ])), intended fected by measurement, we may set for deterministic states
for modeling the pendulum’s dynamical behavior. As shown mt (θ0 ⊗ ν0 ⊗ θτ′ 0 ) = θt ⊗ νt ⊗ ℜτ ,ε (t, θt ), where the tensor
in [5] and reviewed in Subsection 2.5, the transition map of component for position measurement changes from its initial
this dynamical Banach algebra is derived from the solution value to the next discrete value, established by stroboscopic
space of classical pendulum equations. Here, as before, the measurement.
By exactly the same reasoning used in the previous subdynamical Banach algebra represents the temporal evolution
of all quantities that have been found to be decisive in a com- section, we use the fundamental contravariant commutative
plete description of the pendulum’s motion under considera- square
mt
tion, without any regard for measurement interaction.
C(C × [0,V ] × Cε )
C(C × [0,V ] × Cε )
In order to meet the requirements of discrete measurement,
we need a discrete variant of the above-discussed parent dyEτ k
J
namical Banach algebra. To obtain the descent discrete-time
dynamical Banach algebra τ N y C(C) ⊗ C([0,V ]), we use
dτ
C(C × [0,V ])
C(Cε )
the temporal discretization method of Subsection 3.1. By construction, in this discrete algebraic model the pendulum’s angular position and velocity values are available only at discrete moments of time, referred to by τ k (integer k time units
of a chosen time-step τ ).
We now turn our attention to position measurement. Since
pendulums are among the most studied physical systems,
there are several known ways of measuring their positions and
velocities. In discrete position measurements the most common methods are the so-called stroboscopic approaches. In a
typical experimental set-up, position measurement is based on
the variation of a suitably positioned light-dependent resistor,
located proximally to the pendulum’s plane of motion, whose
electrical resistance abruptly changes when the pendulum’s
moving bob cuts the path of the light from a laser. In one implementation, equally spaced laser beams are directed perpendicularly to the pendulum’s plane of motion, with electric sensors on its opposite side. Design specifics of this and related

Mτ k

to specify the quantity channel (cochannel) Mτ k =d f Eτ k ◦
mt ◦ J, intended for modeling a discrete measurement of the
target pendulum’s positions. As before, we set J(v) = 1 ⊗ 1 ⊗
u for each pendulum quantity u. Since the dynamics of the
‘system + instrument’ does not alter the pendulum’s states,
we define the right most cochannel Eτk in thesquare for all
observables ξ in C(C×[0,V ]×Cε ) by Eτ k (ξ ) (θt , νt , θτ′ k ) =
θτ′ k .
The channel Mτ∗k maps the pendulum’s position-velocity
deterministic state(θt , νt ) at time t to the measured position
value θτ′ k at discrete time τ k, nearest to t. This discrete value,
in turn, can be used to specify the value of the position estimator b
p. We do not have space to treat discrete position measurement with random error. More general forms of position
measurement require the cochannel Eτ k to be a conditional
expectation. (Full details on conditional expectations in this
context are given in [10] and references therein.)
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4.2. Information channels from measured systems to meaWe turn now to describing some important measurement
suring instruments
processes using the cochannel-channel framework. In Section
2.1 we have already noted the fundamental importance of the
Before turning to the explicit details of application of state
cochannel-channel pair
channels and their cochannels to measurement problems, it
is important to point out that in the case of quantity chan
 (M,M∗ )
A′ × S A′ −−−−−−−−_ A × S A
nels of form M f : A 1 f −−_ AS for measuring quantity f , no
account is taken of the measurement interaction between the
between Banach (von Neumann) algebras and their respective
target system S and the selected measuring instrument for f .
state spaces. Let us point out at once that a cascade sequence
The formal framework in which the instrument-based mea(important in representing a sequence of measurement sensurement interaction problem (and many problems like it) can
sors, processors, filters, amplifiers, and convertors)
be framed is given by the so-called conditional expectation
cochannel, having the form

 (M,M∗ )
 (N,N∗ )
A′′ × S A′′ −−−−_ A′ × S A′ −−−−−_ A × S A
E

AS ⊗ A 1 f −−−−−_ AS

composes in the usual way into the cochannel-channel pair

∗

whose dual state channel E transfers the system’s extant (statistical) state to a correlated state of the composite ‘system +
instrument’ bipartite system, from which the instrument’s final state is determined by a subsystem reduction. More particularly, as we have seen, the state channel of a measurement
process is modeled by the following cascade of information
channels:
 R

 mt
 E∗
_S A1f
S AS −_ S A 1 f ⊗ AS −−_ S A 1 f ⊗ AS −


 (M◦N,(M◦N)∗ )
A′′ × S A′′ −−−−−−−−−−−−_ A × S A

The verification is easy, based on the definition of ther
cochannel-channel pair. From the foregoing composition operation we obtain a category of cochannel-channel pairs, that
can be used as a formal framework for the study of measurement processes. Along similar lines, it is easy to check that
two cochannel-channel pairs


 (M,M∗ )
The channel diagram above shows how to obtain knowledge
A′ × S A′ −−−−−−−−_ A × S A
about the unknown pre-measurement state of the system from
a known correlated post-measurement state of the instrument,
and
after the measurement interaction has reached its equilibrium.
The quantity channel E : AS ⊗ A 1 f −−−_ AS turns out to

 (N,N∗ )
be extremely important in handling the information-theoretic
B′ × S B′ −−−−−−−_ B × S B
aspects of measurement processes. It is easy to verify that its
determine their tensor product pair (important in applications
Gelfand representation is given an averaging operator of the
to repeated measurement of a single measurand or to a joint
form
measurement of several measurands)
b
E
C(XS × X 1 f ) ∼
= C(XS ) × C(X 1 f ) −−−−→ C(XS ),

defined by



´
b
E(h)
(x = X

1f

h(x, x′ )T (x, dx′ ), where T :

XS −→ P(X 1 f ) is a given transition probability. Thanks to
its relationship to averaging, the cochannel E satisfies the following properties for all quantities u and v on the product state
space XS × X 1 f :


 (M⊗N,(M⊗N)∗ )
(A′ ⊗B′ )×S A′ ⊗B′ −−−−−−−−−_ (A⊗B)×S A⊗B

There are many other important constructions on channels
and cochannels, needed for the description of special measurement processes, including measurement fusion, measurements involving demolition, and continuous measurement
that, due to limitations on space and time, must be omitted.

(i) E(1 ⊗ 1) = 1;

5.

(ii) u ≥ O =⇒ E(u) ≥ O;
(iii) E(u + v) = E(u) + E(v);

(iv) E u • E(v) = E(u) • E(v).

What is perhaps even more startling than the properties of E
listed above is the fact that cochannels are Banach (von Neumann) algebra analogs of existential quantifiers in distributive
lattices. Note that the quantity channel M f introduced at the
beginning of this subsection earlier is obtained from E by restriction: M f (h) = E(1 ⊗ h) for all h in A 1 f .

C ONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented and developed the framework
of Banach and von Neumann algebras for quantities, together
with their associated (convex) spaces of expectation functionals, as a comprehensive and unified algebraic-analytic framework for measurement theory. It is our hope that the formal
adequacy of this paradigm was made apparent by the remarkable flexibility with which it accommodated mathematically
natural constructions, representing various aspects of measurement - such as tensor products of algebras (modeling various couplings of target systems and measuring instruments),
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